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ABSTRACT 
Acoustic measurements have traditionally relied exclusively on sound 
pressure sensors.  This research investigated the performance of Microflown 3D 
hybrid pressure and acoustic particle velocity sensors in a linear array.  Each 
Microflown sensor has three output channels proportional to the acoustic particle 
velocity in the three, nominally orthogonal, directions in addition to an output from 
an omnidirectional pressure microphone.  The linear array was formed with a 
conventional omnidirectional microphone as the center element and two 
Microflown sensors located 17.2cm away on either side.  The Microflown 
acoustic particle velocity channels were characterized first by the amplitude and 
phase relationship of their transfer functions relative to their co-located pressure 
microphone.  The transfer function between the Microflown pressure 
hydrophones and the conventional center microphone was also measured.  This 
enabled the amplitude and phase of all channels to be expressed relative to the 
center microphone signal.  Beamforming was carried out in the frequency domain 
by applying the appropriate weight and phase delay for the desired steer angle.  
The bandwidth of the beamformer was limited from about 300Hz to 1.5kHz.  At 
lower frequencies, insufficient signal to noise limited the coherence required to 
establish the transfer functions while at higher frequencies the phase of the 
particle velocity transfer functions grew increasingly sensitive to orientation 
angle.  Experiments carried out in the Naval Postgraduate School Anechoic 
Chamber using single and multiple acoustic sources compared extremely well to 
the theoretical performance.  The addition of hybrid pressure and particle velocity 
sensors proved successful in eliminating the bearing ambiguity inherent in a 
linear array of omnidirectional sensors with no change in orientation, no 
complicated post-processing and no additional time expended. 
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Acoustic measurements traditionally relied on sound pressure sensors.  
This research investigated the performance of the Microflown 3D hybrid pressure 
and acoustic particle velocity sensors in a linear array.  These are vector sensors 
that provide a directional output for each of the three orthogonal particle velocity 
channels in addition to an omnidirectional pressure output.  These sensors are 
designed for use in air, but the general principles should translate to sensors 
designed for use in water.  Characterization was performed and transfer 
functions were determined in the Naval Postgraduate School Anechoic Chamber.  
The characterization consisted of three parts: 1) determining the individual 
element beam patterns of the four separate elements 2) determining the effect 
changing signal amplitude and aspect had on the responses of each sensor 
element and 3) computing transfer functions for each sensor element referenced 
to a standard calibrated pressure microphone.  The Microflown sensors were 
incorporated into a hybrid three-element array with a calibrated traditional 
pressure sensor to determine array beamforming performance using single and 
multiple acoustic sources.  The beamforming routine used linear summation with 
directional weighting of the velocity elements to their respective axes of 
maximum response.   
A traditional linear array using only omnidirectional sensors cannot resolve 
bearing to the source in three dimensions upon initial detection.  In general 
practice, it requires changing the orientation of the array or obtaining a cross fix 
from a second search platform in order to resolve the bearing.  In the hybrid 
array, with the vector sensors adding direction components in three dimensions, 
bearing ambiguity is immediately resolved with no change in orientation, no 
complicated post-processing and no additional time expended.  The hybrid array 
resolved bearing to the source well.  It was also able to track moving targets.  
The linear summing method used showed good ability to discriminate multiple 
targets when they were at different frequencies. 
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II. THEORY 
A. BEAMFORMING VELOCITY SENSORS 
 
Figure 1.   Hybrid Array Construction and Coordinate System Showing Relative 
Sensor Positions 
Figure 1 shows the array as constructed, with the inter-element spacing, 
d, optimized for a design frequency of 1kHz.  Array axes and origin are also 
delineated.  The beamformer algorithm was implemented in the frequency 
domain with a basic linear sum of the complex weighted channels.  The only 
difference required for accommodating the particle velocity channels is to apply 
an additional weighting to take advantage of the directionality of the velocity 
elements.  Let sensor 1 be the Microflown sensor 323, sensor 2 be the Aco 
pressure microphone in the center, and sensor 3 be the Microflown sensor 324.  
The elements are designated as follows:   
Sensor 1: 
 11e  is the pressure output 
 12e  is the blue velocity sensor output 
 13e  is the green velocity sensor output 
 14e  is the red velocity sensor output. 
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Sensor 2: 
 21e  is the pressure microphone output 
 22e  through 24e  are zero 
 (since the Aco microphone has no velocity outputs) 
Sensor 3: 
 31e  is the pressure output 
 32e  is the blue velocity sensor output 
 33e  is the green velocity sensor output 
 34e  is the red velocity sensor output 
The direction axes of the Microflown sensors are not perfectly orthogonal 
nor exactly aligned with the x , y , z  axes as defined by the holding fixture.  In 
practice, this had little effect and was confirmed to be negligible through testing.  
In this discussion, the elements are treated as perfectly aligned and orthogonal.   
Let  12 12,  be the direction of the Maximum Response Axis (MRA) for 
the blue vector sensor on Sensor 1,  13 13,  be the direction of the MRA for the 
green vector sensor on Sensor 1,  14 14,  be the direction of the MRA for the 
red vector sensor on Sensor 1, etc.,  The velocity element unit vectors are given 
in terms of the direction cosines by 
 12 12 12 12 12 12ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z        (Eq. 2.1) 
 13 13 13 13 13 13ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z          (Eq. 2.2) 
 14 14 14 14 14 14ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z          (Eq. 2.3) 
 32 32 32 32 32 32ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z          (Eq. 2.4) 
 33 33 33 33 33 33ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z          (Eq. 2.5) 
 34 34 34 34 34 34ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coseu x y z        .  (Eq. 2.6) 
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The beamformer combines the nine element channels with electrical 
outputs, with the other three channels, 22e  through 24e , being dummies.   
There are three steps to beamform the array in a steer direction  ,s s  .  
First, the amplitude and phase of each of the eight Microflown vector sensor 
channels relative to the Aco microphone, i.e., the transfer functions, need to be 
established.  The transfer functions between particle velocity sensors and 
pressure sensors are measured along the MRA of the velocity sensor.  It is 
necessary to determine whether or not the transfer functions are functions of the 
signal amplitude and whether or not the phase of the vector sensor transfer 
functions relative to the pressure sensor is a function of the angle of incidence of 
the sound wave.  A 180° phase shift in the transfer function is expected when 
sound is coming from the –MRA direction, but any possible off axis phase 
dependence needs to be determined. 
For the sake of the beamforming theory, we assume here that the transfer 
functions are not dependent on source amplitude and that the phase is 
independent of both polar and azimuthal angle.  The restrictions on the validity of 
these assumptions will de discussed in Chapter VI.  The signals from each 
velocity and pressure element on the Microflown sensors are translated to the 
proper amplitude and phase for beamforming by using the measured transfer 
function between it and the center ACO microphone.  This was done in two steps 
by measuring the transfer function between the each of the velocity sensors 
relative to the co-located pressure sensors and then using the transfer function 
between the Microflown pressure sensor and the ACO.  For example, the overall 
transfer function between the blue 323 sensor and the ACO is given by 










 . (Eq. 2.7)   
This was computed from the measured transfer functions as, 
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X k X k
H k
X k X k
 . (Eq. 2.8) 
Using the overall transfer function, the amplitude and phase of the blue velocity 
signal on sensor 1 can be converted in the frequency domain as 
      12 12 12ˆ ˆ ˆ tXc k X k H k , (Eq. 2.9) 
where  12Xˆc k  is the corrected version of 12e  in the frequency domain. 
The next step is to adjust the weight of the vector sensors to steer the 
beampattern in the desired direction.  The unit vector in the steer direction is 
given by 
 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coss s s s s su x y z       . (Eq. 2.10) 
The amplitude weighting of 12e  should be 
 12ˆ ˆs eu u . (Eq. 2.11) 
This also accounts for the 180° phase shift from +MRA to -MRA. 
The final step is the conventional beamforming sum, i.e., taking the phase 
shift due to the spatial position of the sensors into account.  Given a distance of 
d  between sensors, the phase shift between the Microflown sensors and the 
Aco pressure sensor is given by  
 
 2 2 cos
exp





 , (Eq. 2.12) 
where m  is the sensor number, k  is the frequency bin number, sf  is the 
sampling frequency, N  is the Digital Fourier Transform length, c  is the speed of 
sound, and s  is the polar angle. 
The output of the beamformer steered in direction ˆsu , is given by 
       2 2 cos3 4
1 1
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ exp




XcS k k u u
  
 
  . (Eq. 2.13) 
All the pressure microphones are nominally omnidirectional, therefore 
 11 21 31ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 1e s e s e su u u u u u      . (Eq. 2.14) 
 
The Aco microphone has no velocity elements, therefore 
      22 23 24ˆ ˆ ˆ 0X k X k X k    (Eq. 2.15) 
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The Aco is also the reference element, therefore 
    21 21ˆ ˆXc k X k . (Eq. 2.16) 
B. USE OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR BEAMFORMING  
Theoretically, the acoustic particle velocity of a planar sound wave differs 
from its pressure by a factor equal to the specific acoustic impedance of the 
medium.  In practice, the amplitude and phase sensitivity of each sensor used to 
measure these quantities must be known in order to determine the actual 
pressure and particle velocity.  Although detailed calibration curves for the 
Microflown sensors were available, any influence on the sensitivity of the sensor 
due to its placement in the jig would not be taken into account with the free-field 
calibration data.  Furthermore, the sensitivity of the conventional Aco microphone 
also needs to be taken into account before beamforming.  To alleviate the need 
for using the calibration curves for each sensor to correct the time domain output 
to the actual pressure or particle velocity, the transfer functions were measured 
between each of the Microflown channels and the Aco microphone.  This made it 
possible to scale all Microflown channels to a signal commensurate with the Aco 
signal.  Both the correction and the subsequent beamforming were carried out in 
the frequency domain.  The discussion which follows explains the theoretical 
difference between the acoustic particle velocity and the pressure for the general 
case of a spherical wave and then goes on to explain how the transfer functions 
were used to scale the Microflown signals prior to beamforming. 
To start, the direction of the actual velocity element MRAs are given in 
conventional direction order , ,x y z .  The numerical order of the elements is 
consistent with the discussion above and the array coordinate system below.  
They are based on the channel assignments on the Microflown signal 
conditioner.  Thus, the coordinate and numerical schemes are not in the same 
order.  The blue sensor is first in numerical order after the pressure sensor.  
Therefore, it is assigned element number 2, but has its MRA along the z  axis.  
The green element comes next, so it is assigned element number 3, but it has its 
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MRA along the x axis.  Finally, the red sensor is last, so it is assigned element 
number 4 and has its MRA along the y axis.   
Assume the velocity elements are perfectly aligned with the coordinate 
axes, so 
 13ˆ ˆeu x  (Eq. 2.17)  
    13 13, 90 ,90       (Eq. 2.18) 
 14ˆ ˆeu y  (Eq. 2.19) 
     14 14, 90 ,0       (Eq. 2.20) 
 12ˆ ˆeu z  (Eq. 2.21) 
    12 12, 0 ,any     (Eq. 2.22) 
then, 
 13 sin cosV V    (Eq. 2.23) 
 14 sin sinV V    (Eq. 2.24) 
 12 cosV V  . (Eq. 2.25) 
Where 13,14,12V  are the amplitudes of the velocity responses of sensor 323 
on the green, red and blue elements respectively, for an incoming signal in the 
direction of  ,  .  The value V  is the magnitude of the acoustic particle 
velocity which would be measured by a velocity sensor whose MRA 
corresponded to the direction of the incoming wave.   




ie Ap A e
r r
  , (Eq. 2.26) 
where A  is the amplitude of the signal and kr  is the phase of the signal relative 
to its origin.  The corresponding velocity response is 
  2 ˆ ˆ1 1
ikri iA e p iv p ikr r r
k c r c kr  
          
  (Eq. 2.27) 
Neglecting direction, the expression is 
  2 1 v
ikr
iiA ev ikr Ve
r

    , (Eq. 2.28) 
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where 
  22 1AV krr   (Eq. 2.29) 
 and  1 1tanv kr kr
        . (Eq. 2.30) 
In the far-field when 1kr  , these expressions reduce to 
 AV
cr  , v kr  , 
 and  
ikrA e pv
c r c    (Eq. 2.31) 
which are the plane wave limits expected.  Therefore, assuming that a particle 
velocity sensor is oriented to pick up the outgoing radial component of the 
acoustic wave, its signal will be in phase with the pressure, and the amplitude will 
differ by a factor of c .   
Now the measured amplitude and phase of all channels depends not only 
on whether pressure or particle velocity is being measured, but also on the 
sensitivity of the sensor.  Therefore, there will be some additional amplitude and 
phase mismatch that needs to be corrected prior to beamforming.  To account for 
this, the transfer function between each velocity channel and its on board 
pressure sensor is measured along its MRA.  Since the three velocity sensors 
are co-located with their pressure sensor, errors in phase are minimized.  These 
transfer functions can be expressed as 










 , (Eq. 2.35) 










 , (Eq. 2.36) 










 , (Eq. 2.37) 
where  13Hˆ k  is the transfer function as a function of bin frequency (k), 11Xˆ  is 
the auto-spectral density of the 323 pressure sensor, and 13Xˆ  is the cross-
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spectral density between the 323 pressure sensor and the 323 particle velocity 
sensor oriented along the positive x-axis.   
Once these transfer functions are known, the output from each of the 
vector sensor channels can be scaled to its on board pressure sensor.  Assume 
that the source is in the direction  ,  .  Letting  11pˆ k  be the output of the 323 
pressure sensor in the frequency domain and  13vˆ k  be the output of the 323 
particle velocity sensor, we get the correctly scaled particle velocity signal as: 
      13 13 13 11ˆˆ ˆ ˆ sin coscv v k H k p k    , (Eq. 2.38) 
This result is a velocity component, scaled to match the pressure 
component, and either in phase with the pressure response or 180o out of phase 
depending on the source position.  The amplitude of this velocity component is 
less than or equal to the pressure due to the response of the velocity sensor to 
signals coming from an off-MRA direction.  Similar results are obtained for the 
other particle velocity channels. 
      14 14 14 11ˆˆ ˆ ˆ sin sincv v k H k p k     (Eq. 2.46) 
      12 12 12 11ˆˆ ˆ ˆ coscv v k H k p k    (Eq. 2.47) 
The same procedure is carried out for Sensor 3 with only a change in 
indices, i.e.,  32Hˆ k ,  33Hˆ k  and  34Hˆ k .  To further reference these 
channels to the central Aco microphone, the transfer functions between the 
Microflown pressure sensors and the Aco microphone are measured as well. 
C. CHARACTERIZING THE SENSORS 
Based on the reasoning above, the following steps were used to 
characterize the sensors and establish the transfer functions. 
1) The pressure sensor transfer functions between the three pressure 




phase by placing them at the same distance from the source signal in order to 
avoid any path length differences.  This produced the transfer functions  12Fˆ k  
and  32Fˆ k . 
2) The velocity sensor transfer functions relative to the onboard pressure 
sensor for each Microflown vector sensor were determined with the source signal 
aligned with the MRA for each velocity element separately.  This resulted in six 
different velocity transfer functions denoted by 
          12 13 14 32 33ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , ,H k H k H k H k H k  and  34Hˆ k . 
3) The angular relationships of the velocity sensors to their respective 
MRAs were recorded and stored as the values of 
          12 12 13 13 14 14 32 32 33 33, , , , , , , , ,           and  34 34,  . 
These are used to determine absolute orientation of the sensors in the array.  
During testing, the velocity elements of the vector sensors were determined to be 
close enough to orthogonal to treat them as such.  See the characterization 
discussion below for details. 
4) The corrected values can then be computed from each channel and the 
appropriate transfer functions as follows: 
      11 12 11ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k X k  (Eq. 2.52) 
        12 12 12 12ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k  (Eq. 2.53) 
        13 12 13 13ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k  (Eq. 2.54) 
        14 12 14 14ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k  (Eq. 2.55) 
      31 32 31ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k X k  (Eq. 2.56) 
        32 32 32 32ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k  (Eq. 2.57) 
        33 32 33 33ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k  (Eq. 2.58) 
 and        34 32 34 34ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆXc k F k H k X k . (Eq. 2.59) 
5) The steering vector was defined as above as 
 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin sin coss s s s s su x y z       . (Eq. 2.10) 
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6) The beamforming expression remains 
       2 2 cos3 4
1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ exp




XcS k k u u
  
 
  . (Eq. 2.12) 
As before, all of the pressure microphones are nominally omnidirectional, 
therefore 
 11 21 31ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 1e s e s e su u u u u u      . (Eq. 2.13) 
The Aco microphone has no velocity elements, therefore 
      22 23 24ˆ ˆ ˆ 0X k X k X k   . (Eq. 2.14) 
The Aco is also the reference element, therefore 
    21 21ˆ ˆXc k X k . (Eq. 2.15) 
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III. THE SENSORS AND TESTING EQUIPMENT 
A. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
The sensors and data acquisition (DAQ) equipment used in testing and 
evaluation are listed below.  Figure 2 shows the monitoring station outside the 
Anechoic Chamber, consisting of a digital voltmeter to monitor nominal array 
polar position, the rotator controls and a laptop computer that collects the data 
streams via the DAQ.  The technical specifications and calibration data are 
included in Appendix A.  All data was collected with the Microflown signal 
conditioner set to High Gain with the correction off.  The wire screen covers on 
the Microflown sensors were removed. 
 
Figure 2.   Photograph of Array Monitoring Station Outside of Anechoic Chamber 
 Aco Pacific Calibrated Pressure microphone – Cartridge Model 7046 
 Aco Pacific 1/2" preamplifier – Model 4012 
 Microflown Holland Four Channel Ultimate Sound Probe – Model 
UT0901-23, designated Sensor 323 below 
 Microflown Holland Four Channel Signal Conditioner – Model E0901-
23 
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 Microflown Holland Four Channel Ultimate Sound Probe – Model 
UT0901-24, designated Sensor 324 below 
 Microflown Holland Four Channel Signal Conditioner – Model E0901-
24 
 National Instruments CompactDAQ USB Chassis – Model NI 9172 
 National Instruments Sound and Vibration DAQ Module – Model NI 
9234 (3 total) 
 Dell D820 Laptop Computer 
 Hewlett Packard Function Generator – Model 33120A 
 Keithly Programmable Electrometer – Model 617 (Digital Voltmeter) 
 Tektronix Digital Oscilloscope – Model TDS 210 
 Vifa 5" loudspeaker – model P13WH-00-08, mounted in a sealed 10.6 
liter enclosure with no crossover. 
 Techron Mono/Stereo Two Channel Amplifier – Model 5507, 240W 
 Philips Universal Frequency Counter – Model 6669  
 Calculated Industries Laser Distance Meter – Model Prexiso X2 (2 
total) 
 Johnson Self Leveling Laser Level – Model 40-6620 
 Motorized rotator mechanism with gear reduction transmission and 
potentiometer used as an angular position indicator. 
 Data acquisition conducted with National Instruments LabVIEW       
version 8.5. 
 Post-processing and plotting completed using MathWorks MATLAB 
versions R2007b, R2008b and R2009b. 
B. THE APPARATUS 
The Microflown sensors have no calibrated registration slots, keyways or 
even markings on the exterior of the probes to reference the velocity element 
axes.  Therefore, they may only be roughly aligned by eye to a coordinate 
system.  Once aligned and the transfer functions calculated, if they were 
removed and reinstalled, they would have different orientations relative to the 
array and to each other.  Thus, they would require realignment and calculation of 
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new transfer functions every time data collection was performed.  To eliminate 
this problem, a fixture was designed to hold the sensors permanently in place. 
This fixture needed to secure the sensors against rotation or movement 
relative to one another, but it also had to be portable and sufficiently small so it 
did not have a negative affect on the measured sound field due to reflections.  
After construction, the apparatus had to be capable of being removed and 
reinstalled in the test chamber or taken to the operational environment without 
losing positional alignment.  Figure 3 shows the design of the fixture (Appendix H 




Figure 3.   Sketch of the Array Fixture 
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Figure 4.   The Array Fixture with Sensors and Laser Distance Meter installed 
The fixture was designed and constructed locally at Naval Postgraduate 
School. The primary carrier for the three sensors is made from 1 1/2" thick High 
Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) plastic.  The HDPE was machined with tight 
tolerances to secure the Microflown sensors in fixed positions well enough to 
allow removal and reinstallation of the fixture for the various experiments.  During 
initial testing with the sensors mounted in lab clamps, rotational and vibrational 
noise was evident in the velocity element frequency plots.  The mass of the 
apparatus and the rigid mounting helped to damp out vibrations and quiet this 
noise a great deal. 
The five holes are spaced at 8.5cm.  This spacing was chosen for 
flexibility.  With a design frequency of 1kHz, corresponding to a wavelength of 
34cm, the half-wavelength spacing for the array elements placed them at 17cm 
apart.  This is the spacing between the outer positions and the center position.  
The actual distance, measured after construction, from the center of the Aco 
microphone to the center of the Microflown was 17.2cm.  As shown in Figure 5, 
the velocity elements sit on either side of the 3.5mm central pressure 
microphone.  Therefore, the individual element spacing can vary by about  
±2mm.  At the frequencies tested, this variance is inconsequential.   
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Figure 5.   The Microflown Sensor Elements 
The holes also needed to pass the sensor cables out the top and allow the 
cables to be removed if necessary while not disturbing the sensor mountings.  
Contours and holes were machined around the sensor mounting locations to 
reduce the mass and to minimize the reflections from flat surfaces on the fixture.  
After construction and mounting of the sensors, the entire apparatus was 
covered with 1 1/2" egg crate foam rubber to further reduce reflections. 
The central shaft is aluminum tubing.  A slot was milled in the side of the 
tubing to allow the 3/4" plug from the Aco pressure microphone lead to pass out 
of the shaft and to the DAQ equipment.  A steel fitting was press fit into the end 
of the tubing and secured.  A standard laboratory apparatus rod was secured into 
the steel fitting with a screw.  The rod in turn fits into the rotator mechanism in the 
anechoic chamber for positioning and rotational analysis. 
The central shaft may be removed and placed into the upper hole coaxial 
with any of the sensor mounting holes.  This allows the beam patterns of the 
Microflown sensors, which reside on the outboard stations, to be determined 
without needing to compensate for off axis rotation and path length differences.  
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The fixture axes were labeled to avoid confusion.  Figure 6 shows the axes of the 
completed apparatus.  When in the rotator the array operated with the x  axis 
pointing down.  When capturing live data it was generally in the x  up orientation.   
C. ARRAY COORDINATE SYSTEM 
The array uses standard spherical and Cartesian coordinate systems with 
the origins co-located at the omnidirectional Aco microphone.  The z  axis 
extends along the long axis of the fixture, with positive z  projecting from the Aco 
toward the 323 sensor.  The x axis extends along the longitudinal axis of the Aco 
sensor, with positive x  projecting out of the face of the Aco away from the 
central rotating shaft.  The y  axis follows standard right-hand convention and 
projects away from the Aco normal to the large flat side of the fixture.  Polar   
and azimuthal   angles are measured in the standard manner, with   clockwise 
from positive z  toward negative z , and   counter clockwise in the xy  plane 
measured from the x axis.  The range of   is from 0  to  , and   is from   to 
 .   
 
Figure 6.   Photograph of the Array Fixture with Axes Labeled 
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Figure 7.   Array Orientations and Axes of Rotation for Testing, Aco Microphone 
at Center with Microflown Sensors On Either End 
Figure 7 shows the various array test orientations with their associated 
axes of rotation while mounted in the rotator apparatus.  A laser ruler was affixed 
with its base at the origin and aligned with the z  axis.  Another laser ruler was 
affixed to the top of the loudspeaker cabinet with its face even with the face of 
the loudspeaker driver.  In anechoic chamber testing, the source and array origin 
remained at a fixed distance.  The array was rotated about the origin and the 
polar angle determined.  To determine the polar angle, the laser on the array was 
illuminated and a target was placed in front of the 0° point of the z  axis where it 
was marked by the laser.  The laser affixed to the loudspeaker was rotated, 
keeping its face even with the face of the driver, until the spot of the laser was 
coincident on the target with the spot from the array laser.  The two 
measurements were recorded.  The distance from the loudspeaker to the array 
origin was verified and the polar angle determined using the law of cosines.  Due 
to difficulty in apparatus construction, only azimuthal angles of 0° and 90° were 
used during testing.  Figures 8 and 9 show the method and execution of 










Figure 9.   Measuring the Polar Angles With Laser Distance Meters 
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IV. TESTING METHODOLOGY AND INITIAL 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
A. SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
The National Instruments Data Acquisition (DAQ) equipment uses a 
master internal timebase of 13.1072MHz.  The sampling rate is controlled by the 
first installed module with a maximum of 51.2kHz.  All other sampling rates must 






 , (Eq. 4.1) 
where Mf  is the master clock rate and n  is an integer from 1 to 31 (National 
Instruments, n.d). 
It is possible to enter non-allowed sampling rate values into the LabVIEW 
vi window when programming.  If an invalid rate is entered, the equipment will 
adjust the sampling rate to the nearest allowed rate.  There is no warning when 
this is done and the sampling rate is still displayed with the invalid value in the vi 
window.  Care must be taken to use only allowed rates and ensure all software 
post-processing is done with the actual sampling rates.  Curiously, the default 
rate in LabVIEW is 25kHz, an invalid rate.  Processing data files and conducting 
Fourier transforms using mismatched frequencies created a great deal of 
confusion early in testing.   
The sampling rate chosen for all testing and data collection was 25.6kHz, 
which produced a Nyquist maximum usable frequency of 12.8kHz, well above the 
region of interest.  This high sampling rate was chosen to ensure that the transfer 
function was calculated at a sufficiently fine resolution in the frequency domain.  
At 25.6kHz, a Fourier transform length of 65,536 (216) corresponding to 2.56s 
worth of data produced a frequency resolution of 0.391Hz per bin.  The data was 
recorded as twelve simultaneous channels and saved in binary format.  Table 1 
shows the channel scheme that was used. 
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DAQ and MATLAB Data Channel Assignments 







1 USP 323 Pressure prs1 AC 7 
Second 
Source src2 AC 
2 USP 323 Blue blu1 AC 8 
Position 
Voltage psit DC 
3 USP 323 Green grn1 AC 9 
USP 324 
Pressure prs3 AC 
4 USP 323 Red red1 AC 10 
USP 324 
Blue blu3 AC 
5 Aco Pressure prs2 AC 11 
USP 324 
Green grn3 AC 
6 First Source src1 AC 12 
USP 324 
Red red3 AC 
Table 1.   Binary File Sensor Element Channel Assignments 
The data streams for the polar plots were captured as 12 chunks of 
200,000 data points per chunk per channel, for a total of 2,400,000 data points 
per channel.  At the sampling frequency of 25.6kHz, this produced a data stream 
93.75 seconds long.  The source was a 1kHz tone at 1Vpp.   
The data streams for the transfer functions were captured as 40 chunks of 
65,536 (216) data points per chunk per channel, for a total of 2,621,440 data 
points per channel.  At the sampling frequency of 25.6kHz, this produced a data 
stream 102.4 seconds long.  The source was white noise at 5Vpp. 
B. VOLTAGE INDICATIONS OF ROTATOR POSITION 
The rotating mechanism consisted of an electric motor, gear reduction 
transmission and a potentiometer.  A nominal 1.5V dry cell battery was attached 
across the contacts of the potentiometer.  As the shaft, and thus the 
potentiometer, rotated the wiper arm moved along the windings, changing the 
proportional voltage divider created by the potentiometer leads. Voltage readings 
were taken between the wiper and one contact of the potentiometer.  This 
produced a general estimate of rotational position vs. voltage with a scale of 
~1.5V per 360 , or 240mV/degree.  The shaft of the mechanism was notched for 
a keyed screw to secure the shaft at the attachment point.  With the sensors 
installed on the shaft, the voltage transition point from 0V to 1.5V was roughly 
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designated as 0   .  Figures 10 and 11 show the rotator controls and the 
simplified electrical circuit for monitoring rotation position within. 
 
 
Figure 10.   Photograph of the Rotator and Rotational Position Indicator Controls 
 
 
Figure 11.   Rotational Position Indicator Battery 
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The mechanism transited a complete 360  circle in approximately 60 
seconds.  It was necessary to ensure two "over the top" voltage transitions from 
0 to 1.5V were captured during the 93.75 second data stream.  These transitions 
were used as the beginning and ending cut points in the data stream to ensure a 
complete continuous 360  of data were processed.  To accomplish this, 
recording was started with the sensors in an orientation approximately 90   to 
the 0  axis, corresponding to voltage readings of approximately 0.3V and 1.1V.  
It made no difference whether the mechanism rotated clockwise or 
counterclockwise.  Both directions were used.  Figure 12 shows the full 96-
second voltage trace of a single data stream. 
 
Figure 12.   Complete Data Trace of the Voltage Position Signal 
The voltage output of the rotator mechanism was used as a reference 
guide only.  Response of the sensor itself was used to determine the actual polar 
positioning of the beam pattern during post-processing.  The voltage output was 
not sufficiently calibrated to provide fine enough resolution to determine precise 
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positioning, nor was it absolutely repeatable after removal and reinstallation of 
the apparatus.  The voltage signals from the potentiometer were oscillatory due 
to the bouncing of the wiper arm across the windings while the unit was in 
motion.  Figure 13 displays the stepped transitions and oscillatory behavior.  
Figure 14 shows the voltage overshoots at the potentiometer wiper transition 
point.  This prevented fine measurements or exact readings.  There was also 
considerable backlash in the gear mechanism when changing rotation directions, 
clockwise or counter-clockwise.  The voltage readings were only used to aid 
general alignment and to indicate the point to start data capture.  Additionally, 
voltage overshoots above 1.5V occurred due to induction at the transition points 
as the wiper moved across the potentiometer gap. 
 
Figure 13.   Close Up of the Voltage Position Signal with Stepped Transitions 
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Figure 14.   Noise and Overshoot of Voltage Position Signal 
To negate this effect and the possibility of a partially discharged battery, a 
voltage level of 1.3V was used as the indicator for the transition cut point.  The 
occurrence of any arbitrary voltage, sufficiently far away from the over the top 
transition points, could be used to delineate a complete circle of data.  This was 
possible since, once in motion, the rate of rotation of the shaft was generally 
constant at the macro level.  Thus, although 1.3V was used here, 0.3V or any 
other value in between could have worked equally well.   
C. NOISE AND GROUNDING 
During initial testing, unknown frequency components were discovered in 
the signals from the Microflown sensor.  These frequency components were 
spaced approximately 60Hz apart, indicating they were noise from the electrical 
system.  The power supply for the National Instruments 9172 chassis has a three 
prong grounded plug.  The power supply for the Microflown has a two-prong 
plug.  There was no common ground to the system.  A grounding wire was fitted 
between the NI 9172 chassis external ground point and a screw on the exterior 
metal case of the Microflown signal conditioner.  As an extra measure of 
protection, this wire was fitted to the ground plug of an ordinary three-prong plug 
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and grounded to Earth ground through the equipment power strip.  A three prong 
grounded power supply could be substituted for the Microflown signal conditioner 
and would make a significant yet inexpensive upgrade.  After the system was 
grounded the 60Hz noise was suppressed.   
There are still low-level random frequency components in the signals used 
to process the polar plots as seen in the frequency domain plots, Figures 15 and 
16.  
 
Figure 15.   Sensor 323 Low Frequency Noise While Rotating 
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Figure 16.   Sensor 324 Low Frequency Noise While Rotating 
These components are not present in the pressure sensor traces but do 
exist in the velocity sensor traces.  This noise is caused by motion and vibration 
of the rotator mechanism itself.  When the apparatus moves, air flows over the 
velocity sensors, causing a temperature differential, which is recorded as voltage 
signals at random frequencies.  It is not present when the mechanism is 
stationary.  The amplitudes of these noise signals are so low compared to the 
source signal that they can be ignored.  Windowing the signal around the signal 
of interest further increases the signal to noise ratio, reducing the effect of this 
noise. 
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V. BEAM PATTERNS OF THE MICROFLOWN SENSORS 
A. METHOD 
Characterization of the Microflown sensor began with determining the 
natural beam pattern of the individual sensors and their geometric relationship to 
one another.  The Microflown was placed in a rotating fixture coaxial with the Aco 
microphone.  The sensors were arranged such that the top surfaces of the two 
sensors faced each other with a gap of approximately 2cm.  In order to minimize 
difference in path length effects from an off center mounting, the central axes of 
both sensors were aligned coaxial with the center of the rotating shaft.   
 
Figure 17.   Source Signal Used for Polar Plot Testing 
A source with frequency of 1kHz and amplitude of 1Vpp was fed into an 
amplifier, which in turn drove the Vifa loudspeaker.  This signal is shown in 
Figure 17.  Using an array aperture of 5R mm , the far field was calculated as 
(Ziomek, 1994) 
 





    .  (Eq. 5.1) 
The loudspeaker was placed well in the far field at a distance of approximately 
190cm.  The rotator mechanism was energized and the data stream recorded.    
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B. POST-PROCESSING TO DETERMINE POLAR BEAM PATTERNS 
Post-processing consisted of five steps.   
1) A continuous 360 stream of data was extracted from the 93.75 second 
data stream.  Cut points were determined using the recorded voltage trace as 
described in  Chapter IV.B. 
2) The data was de-meaned and basebanded in the time domain.  The 
baseband value was centered on the frequency of interest 0 1000f Hz  by  
multiplying the signal by 02i f te  .   
3) The data was Fourier transformed into the frequency domain where the 
data was lowpass filtered to remove the sum frequency resulting from the 
basebanding.   
4) The data was inverse Fourier transformed back to the time domain and 
plotted on a polar plot across a full 360  in .  Plots were produced as both 
relative amplitude responses by sensor element and as normalized plots with all 
element response amplitudes equal in magnitude.  The normalized plots aided 
sensor orthogonality examination.  
5) Finally, the polar plots were aligned to the actual axes of the sensor 
using the minimum response of the red element.  Since the +MRA of the red 
element is at  =90 , the minimum response of this element corresponds to the 
0  axis.  The minimum response point was determined by first finding the 
minimum response points in each half of the data stream, then taking the 
average of these two indices.  The data was realigned using this index as the 
new 0  marker and re-plotted.  Discontinuities in the polar plots appear at the 
seams, but these do not detract from the overall value of these plots.  Using the 
discontinuities as guides, the range of angular rotation required to realign the 
plots can be readily observed.  Figures 18 and 19 demonstrate how the start and 
stop points of the data capture (angular position of the apparatus when data 
capture is initiated) can differ widely between subsequent data collections.  
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Regardless of these differences, the voltage position indicator and realignment 
routine used to determine the cut points and rotation produce similar final results.  
Comparing the before and after plots of both sensors, the plot for sensor 323 on 
the left required a much larger degree of realignment than the plot for sensor 324 
on the right, 130  vs. 5 .  Thus, the data capture can begin at an arbitrary angle 
and still deliver satisfactory results with this method.   
 
Figure 18.   Uncorrected Polar Plots 
 
 
Figure 19.   Realigned Polar Plots 
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C. RESPONSE AND BEAM PATTERNS OF THE INDIVIDUAL VELOCITY 
ELEMENTS 
The polar plots show the relative amplitude responses of the various 
elements over the complete 360  of rotation.  The expected “figure eight” beam 
pattern of a directional element can readily be identified with the three velocity 
elements.  Similarly, the circular beam pattern of the omni-directional pressure 
elements can also be readily identified.  Since the MRA of the green element is 
perpendicular to the plane of rotation it has nearly no response to the test signal 
at all angles during the test.  In the normalized plots, Figure 20, its response is 
greatly exaggerated.  Also, note the nominal orthogonality of the three velocity 
sensors with their individual beam patterns at right angles to one another.  Due to 
difficulty in apparatus construction, no rotation was performed in the   direction 
for these tests.  Therefore, the MRA response of the green element was not 
actually tested.  However, with the information from these polar plots and the 
static test data collected for the transfer functions in Chapter VI, a reasonable 
conclusion can be drawn regarding its orthogonality and sensitivity relative to the 
other elements.  
 
Figure 20.   Realigned Normalized Polar Plots 
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D. ORTHOGONALITY OF THE VELOCITY ELEMENTS 
The individual velocity elements are nominally orthogonal to one another, 
but they are not absolutely orthogonal.  This is most readily apparent in the 
realigned normalized polar plots in Figure 20. 
Since the plots were aligned using the red element as the reference, the 
red element plots display as perfectly orthogonal on the polar plots.  The blue 
element plots are not perfectly aligned however.  In both figures, the blue 
element beam patterns are rotated approximately 5° from perpendicular relative 
to the red plots.  The maxima of the blue element responses lie at approximately 
5  and 185  rather than 0  and 180  as expected.  Similarly, the green 
element and blue element plots do not exactly align.  This latter point is most 
readily apparent on the plot for sensor 324, where the green element plot is 
displaced an additional 10  from the blue element beam pattern, or a total of 
15  from the absolute reference.  
The non-orthogonality of the velocity elements is partially mitigated by the 
slope of the response near the maxima of the beam patterns.  The amplitude of 
the response in the region 10   on either side of the positive and negative MRA 
axes is nearly constant, even more so in the region 5   of the MRA axes.  
Because of this, no provision was made to account for the lack of absolute 
orthogonality of the velocity elements in the beamformer. 
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VI. CHARACTERIZING THE RESPONSE OF THE VELOCITY 
ELEMENTS AND CALCULATING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
A. METHOD 
The next stage of characterization of the Microflown sensors was to 
calculate relative transfer functions between each element in the array to a 
common reference.  All of the data for the transfer functions was taken with the 
sensors in their final positions within the array.  This was done to preserve the 
relative positions in three dimensions to preclude recalculation of the transfer 
functions upon successive data collection efforts.  
The hybrid linear array was constructed with the Aco microphone at the 
center, the Microflown 323 sensor 172mm away in the positive z  direction and 
the Microflown 324 sensor 172mm away in the negative z  direction.  The Aco 
was designated as the origin of the coordinate system for all calculations of 
distances and angles.  The response axes of the Microflown sensors were 
aligned relative to the axes of the array.  To accomplish this, the array was 
mounted at 90   .  Using an array aperture of 340R mm , corresponding to 
the total length of the array, the far field was calculated as (Ziomek, 1994) 
 





   . (Eq. 6.1) 
A 1kHz source was placed in the far field.  A laser level was used to 
ensure the all sensors were in the same plane and also co-planar with the 
midpoint of the source driver.  An oscilloscope and digital voltmeter were used to 
monitor the response amplitude of the blue elements.  The Microflown sensors 
were rotated about their longitudinal axes within their mounting holes in the 
fixture until the minimum response was determined.  The minimum response of 
the blue elements corresponds to 90   .  This aligned the MRA of the blue 
elements to 0   , the longitudinal axis of the fixture and the z  axis of the 
coordinate system.  The fixture was held fixed while adjusting the sensors in 
order to preserve its absolute aspect relative to the source.  Figure 21 shows 
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aligning the array plane with the centerline of the loudspeaker using a laser level.  
Figure 22 shows the equipment setup and procedure to align the sensors in the 
array. 
 
Figure 21.   Ensuring the Array is Coplanar with Source, Note Foam Cover 
 
Figure 22.   Aligning The Sensors in the Array Using an Oscilloscope 
Once the sensors were aligned, their positions were secured with nylon 
setscrews.  Witness marks were made along paper tape markers on the fixture 
and sensors in order to provide a means of monitoring the sensors’ positions in 
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the fixture, and as a means to restore the sensor position without recalibration 
should they need to be removed from the fixture. 
The transfer function signal was a white noise source with an amplitude of 
5Vpp.  This signal was then fed into the amplifier that drove the Vifa loudspeaker 
with an average amplitude of ~7Vpp.  The source and receiver spectra are 
shown in Figures 23 and 24.  The loudspeaker was placed in the far field at 
distances over 2m for each data collection series.  The measurements for the 
transfer functions were taken in static positions corresponding to the MRAs of 
each of the three velocity elements. 
 
Figure 23.   Source Signal Used for Determining Transfer Functions 
 
Figure 24.   Frequency Components By Element With Array Aligned to Blue MRA 
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Velocity Elements Angles and MRAs 
Velocity 
Element     MRA Axis 
Green 90  90  x  
Red 90  0  y  
Blue 0  90  z  
Table 2.   Angular Alignments by Element Used in Determining Transfer 
Functions 
Table 2 above shows the array orientations for transfer function data 
capture by relevant velocity element.  Three sets of data were collected in each 
orientation.  Each dataset was processed independently and the results for each 
element were averaged to produce the final transfer functions.  A transfer 
function was obtained for each Microflown pressure element relative to the Aco 
microphone.  Transfer functions for the individual Microflown velocity elements 
were obtained relative to their respective onboard pressure elements.  The raw 
transfer function plots, Figures 25-32 display all three data sets plotted together.  
Note the close agreement and repeatability of the various data sets within each 
plot. 
B. CALCULATING THE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
Post-processing consisted of four steps.  In each of these steps, the data 
was analyzed in chunks of 65,536 data points.  Hanning windows were applied to 
the time domain data, and successive chunks of data used an overlap equal to 
one-half the length of the data chunk.  The resulting complex transfer function 
length was 32,768 (215) corresponding to a maximum usable Nyquist frequency 
of 12.8kHz.  The steps were: 
1) A Magnitude Squared Coherence Estimate was calculated between the 
two respective elements using mscohere .  This function was used to verify 
sufficient signal to noise level was present in order to validate calculation of the 
transfer functions.   
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2) A Cross Power Spectral Density estimate using Welch’s method was 
calculated between the two respective elements using cpsd .   
3) A Power Spectral Density estimate using Welch’s method was 
calculated for the reference element using pwelch .   
4) The final transfer function was calculated by dividing the Power 
Spectral Density estimate of the reference element by the Cross Power Spectral 
Density estimate calculated between the two respective elements.   
Note the phase of the red and blue elements compared between the two 
sensors in the plots, Figures 27 and 28 and Figures 31 and 32 respectively.  This 
indicates they have opposite +MRA axis polarities even though they are installed 
in a physically identical orientation in the fixture with respect to the relative 
position of each element.  This is likely caused by the different polarities of the 










Figure 26.   Raw Pressure Element Transfer Functions for Sensor 324 
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Figure 28.   Raw Blue Velocity Element Transfer Functions for Sensor 324 
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Figure 30.   Raw Green Velocity Element Transfer Functions for Sensor 324 
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Figure 31.   Raw Red Velocity Element Transfer Functions for Sensor 323 
  
Figure 32.   Raw Red Velocity Element Transfer Functions for Sensor 324 
Once all of the individual transfer functions were calculated, the three 
transfer functions for each element were averaged into the final element transfer 
function.  The beamformer uses the Aco microphone as a common reference to 
determine the composite beam pattern.  In order to reference the velocity 
element signals to the Aco microphone in the beamformer, the transfer functions 
of the individual velocity elements relative to their respective pressure elements 
were multiplied by the transfer function of the onboard pressure element relative 
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to the Aco microphone.  Figures 23-40 show the final averaged and pressure 
multiplied transfer functions in the frequency region of interest.  Since the transfer 
functions are calculated in the frequency domain, element-by-element 
multiplication can be used in place of convolution as required in the time domain.  
Table 3 displays the final transfer functions in terms of the  transfer functions 
correlating the velocity elements to their respective onboard pressure elements, 
e.g. 12Hˆ , and the transfer functions correlating the onboard pressure element 
with the central Aco microphone, e.g. 12Fˆ . Care must be taken when changing 
the transfer functions and data signals from columnar to row format.  The non-
conjugate transpose function must be used to avoid changing the phase of the 
transfer functions.  This same caution applies in the beamformer any time 
matrices are reformatted or transposed.  The negative effects of inverted phase 
calculations cannot be understated.  The apparent discontinuities in the transfer 
function phase plots are merely a function of the calculation "going over the top" 




Sensor Pressure Blue Green Red 
323 12Fˆ  12 12 12ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  13 13 12ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  14 14 12ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  
Aco 1 0  0  0  
324 32Fˆ  32 32 32ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  33 33 32ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  34 34 32ˆ ˆ ˆtH H F  
Table 3.   Final Transfer Function Calculations by Element 
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Figure 34.   Final Averaged Pressure Element Transfer Function for Sensor 324 
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All datasets for all elements in all orientations showed excellent coherence 
above 300Hz.  This limit was due largely to the inability of the midsize 
loudspeaker to reproduce low frequencies.  This frequency was used as the 
absolute lower limit for testing.  The Microflown sensors showed good response 
in the low frequency range down to approximately 100Hz.  If new transfer 
functions were calculated using a low frequency driver, the coherence and 
beamformer performance would likely improve in this region. 
D. AMPLITUDE 
For each element and for each data set, the amplitude of the transfer 
functions agreed extremely well above the 300Hz point.  A quick test of the 
validity of the transfer functions was conducted by using a signal of 1kHz and 
plotting the amplitude of the Aco reference element versus the corrected 
amplitudes of the pressure and velocity element in each orientation.  All three 
velocity element amplitudes showed an increase, with the red element showing 
the least augmentation in this test, and both pressure elements agreed closely.  
These results were repeatable with all velocity elements along their respective 
MRAs.  Figures 41-43 show representative amplitude corrections.   
 




Figure 42.   Raw and Corrected Signal Energies of a 1kHz Signal, Sensor 324 
Green Element 
  
Figure 43.   Raw and Corrected Signal Energies of a 1kHz Signal, Sensor 324 Red 
Element 
An interesting result was observed in all velocity element transfer 
functions.  The amplitude was not flat with frequency.  There was considerable 
repeatable structure in them. Some of the structure occurred over a region of 
only a few tens of Hertz.  The general shape of the blue and red elements was 
similar, but the green element was quite a bit different.  This agrees roughly with 
the Microflown calibration documents.  Another factor affecting the green element 
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may have been the existence of the apparatus itself in the -MRA plane.  Even 
though the fixture was covered with foam rubber, the sensor elements only 
extended approximately 4cm from the top edge.  It is possible some reflections 
were occurring and altering the green element trace.   
E. PHASE 
Similar to the amplitude traces, the phase of the transfer functions agreed 
extremely well above the 300Hz point for each element and for each data set.  
These results were also repeatable.  The corrected phase responses of the 
elements exhibited better linearity and the shape and values of all three were 
similar.  The -MRA plots for the blue and red elements showed the expected 
180  phase shift.  No -MRA data was recorded for the green element due to 
physical limitations and presence of the fixture mount itself in the green -MRA 
direction. 
F. RESPONSE TO VARIOUS SIGNAL AMPLITUDES 
Tests were conducted varying the source signal amplitude keeping the 
sensor in a fixed position to determine whether the velocity element responses 
were amplitude dependent.  The data was recorded using signal amplitudes of 
1Vpp, 2Vpp, 4Vpp and 5Vpp on the MRAs of both the blue and red elements 
separately.  
The 1Vpp signal did not exhibit adequate coherence in order to validate 
the transfer function.  The 2Vpp showed nearly the same coherence as the 
higher level signals.  The coherence of the 4Vpp and 5Vpp signals was adequate 
and agreed well.  From this data, it is reasonable to conclude a minimum test 
signal amplitude of 3Vpp is required.  All transfer functions were computed with 
5Vpp signals.  Figures 44-49 show the results of these tests. 
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Figure 46.   Sensor 324 Blue Element Transfer Function at Various Signal 






Figure 47.   Sensor 324 Blue Element Transfer Function at Various Signal 
Amplitudes in Band of Interest, Ignoring 1 Volt Signal 
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Figure 48.   Sensor 324 Red Element Transfer Function at Various Signal 
Amplitudes, Ignoring 1 Volt Signal 
 
  
Figure 49.   Sensor 324 Red Element Transfer Function at Various Signal 
Amplitudes in Band of Interest, Ignoring 1 Volt Signal 
Discarding the 1Vpp result, the three remaining traces agreed well in both 
amplitude and phase, indicating the response of the velocity elements is not 
signal amplitude dependent.  Even including the 1Vpp signal, the results agreed 
well.  The lower coherence of the 1Vpp signal simply produced a transfer 
function with more noise, but the average trend line of the 1Vpp signal agreed 
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closely with the other three traces.  For all practical purposes, given sufficient 
signal to noise ratio, the responses of the velocity elements are not amplitude 
dependent.  
G. RESPONSE TO SIGNALS ARRIVING FROM DIFFERENT ASPECTS 
Tests were also conducted maintaining the source signal amplitude as a 
constant and rotating the sensor to different polar angles in order to determine 
whether the phase of the velocity element responses were aspect dependent.  
The data was recorded using a signal amplitude of 5Vpp at six separate angles, 
the +MRA and -MRA and at 30  increments off the MRAs.  These tests were 
also conducted on the blue and red elements separately.  All signals produced 
excellent coherence with both elements, further confirming the independence of 
the phase response, even when off axis. 
The extreme limits of the aspect test produced poor results, similar to the 
amplitude tests.  As expected, the 60  off MRA signals produced distinct 
separation in amplitude response from the other signals.  The amplitudes of the 
extreme off axis transfer functions were higher, consistent with a lower signal 
level and a larger correction factor.  The MRA and 30  off axis traces agreed 
well on both the +MRA and -MRA traces.  Figures 50–55 show the results of 
these tests. 
  




Figure 51.   Sensor 324 Blue Element Transfer Function at Various  






Figure 52.   Sensor 324 Blue Element Transfer Function at  











Figure 54.   Sensor 324 Red Element Transfer Function at Various 
Aspects in Band of Interest 
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Figure 55.   Sensor 324 Red Element Transfer Function at Various  
Aspects Centered at 1kHz 
The phase response of all signals, including the extreme off axis signals, 
agreed well.  There was slight divergence of a few degrees in phase observed 
mostly above 1.5kHz.  As the frequency increases, the wavelength gets shorter 
and the effects of path length differences of the rotated element emerge.  This is 
because the velocity elements are displaced from the center axis of the sensor 
by a few millimeters.  As the sensor is rotated about its central axis, the velocity 
elements revolve about the central axis at a displaced radius.  For example, a 
difference in path length along the MRA of 2mm equates to a maximum phase 
difference of 2 degrees at 1kHz.  This is consistent with the magnitude of the 
phase shift observed in Figure 55.  Given this small effect, the transfer functions 
were taken to be constant with respect to aspect angle for the remainder of the 
study. 
H. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRESSURE ELEMENT TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS OF THE RED AND GREEN MRA ORIENTATIONS 
Two separate dataset series were collected to determine the Microflown 
pressure element to Aco transfer functions.  One set was collected with the 
apparatus in the red element MRA orientation and the other collected with the 
apparatus in the green element MRA orientation.  The blue element MRA 
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orientation was not used.  This is because the blue element MRA lies along the 
z  axis.  The MRA of the blue sensors results in the linear axis of the array 
pointing directly toward the source.  This orientation places the 323 sensor in 
front of the Aco and the 324 sensor behind the Aco.  This maximizes the path 
length difference between the sensors and would alter both the true amplitude 
and phase calculations.  This is also the reason the transfer functions for all of 
the velocity elements were calculated relative to their onboard pressure sensors, 
and then multiplied by the pressure element to Aco transfer function.  It is simply 
physically impossible to place the apparatus in all three MRA orientations and not 
introduce path length differences between the sensors in the blue orientation. 
The six resultant transfer functions were plotted against each other.  All six 
signals showed excellent coherence.  As before, the three transfer functions in 
each orientation, green and red, agreed with one another very well.  The green 
and red amplitude traces agreed closely, confirming the near omnidirectionality of 
the pressure elements.  The phase functions, however, diverged significantly 
from the 100Hz point and higher.  Figures 56 and 57 show this comparison for 
both Microflown sensors. 
 
  
Figure 56.   Sensor 323 Pressure Element Transfer Function at  
Green and Red Element MRAs 
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Figure 57.   Sensor 324 Pressure Element Transfer Function at  
Green and Red Element MRAs 
With the apparatus in the green MRA orientation, the sensors are pointed 
directly at the source.  The signal wave is incident normal to the face of the 
velocity elements.  With the apparatus in the red MRA orientation, the sensors 
are pointed down, with their central axes perpendicular to the source.  The signal 
wave is incident parallel across the face of the velocity elements.  It is possible 
there were some unaccounted for diffraction effects with the apparatus in the red 
orientation.  The decision was made to use the pressure element transfer   
function calculated from the data taken with the apparatus in the green MRA 
orientation since the plan for the live data acquisition was to collect signals of 




The beamformer code breaks up the portions of the summing algorithm 
detailed in Chapter II into manageable pieces.  Several steps of the sum, which 
are not dependent on the incoming signal, are pre-calculated to reduce 
computational overhead in the final beamformer routine.  Considering the size of 
the data arrays involved, a computer with a minimum of 2GB of Random Access 
Memory (RAM) is required to produce results with sufficient angular resolution.  
Tests using maximum steering angle increments of 5   in both polar   and 
azimuthal   angles can be processed on computers with 1GB of RAM.  These 
tests can give indications of proper beamformer performance, but will not 
produce high-resolution results.  Even with sufficient RAM, it is necessary to limit 
the bandwidth of the beamformed signal to avoid running out of memory.  In 
practice a limit of one octave above and below 1kHz, from 500Hz to 2kHz 
matches well with the computational load and the design of the array.  Reducing 
the sampling frequency can also reduce the size of the processed arrays without 
losing much resolution in the desired region.   
Programming note:  The MATLAB code makes maximum use of indexing 
and reshaping of matrices to perform multiplication of three-dimensional arrays in 
two dimensions.  Multiplication of two-dimensional arrays, then reshaping into 
three dimensions, is significantly faster than conducting the multiplication across 
three dimensions.  The use of the repmat  function is specifically avoided.  The 
repmat  function is actually a script and not a built in function, therefore it runs 
significantly slower and requires a larger percentage of computational resources.  
An effort was made to comment the code to sufficiently explain the size of the 
arrays at various points in the beamforming routine and to ensure the axes 
dimensions remain appropriate relative to one another. 
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The beamformer must have the proper parameters entered in the setup 
area, which correspond to the format of the binary data file and frequencies and 
steer angles of interest.  The transfer functions must be available in a .mat file.  
This file is automatically produced by the separate transfer function averaging 
program, and the data file location must also be entered. 
B. RUNNING THE BEAMFORMER 
Once started, the beamformer initializes and loads the transfer functions.  
It calculates a matrix of the various steer angles, the steer angle direction 
cosines and the element unit vectors.  The next step is to compute the dot 
product ˆ ˆs emnu u .  All of the element dot products are the same for identical 
elements across all sensors.  The array is constructed so that the MRAs of all 
similar velocity elements on separate vector sensors, e.g., 323 blue and 324 
blue, are aligned.  Thus, the unit vectors for the same elements on different 
sensors are identical.  Since the unit vectors are equal, their dot products with 
the steer angle matrix are also equal.  This reduces computational and memory 
overhead a great deal.  So long as the MRAs of individual sensors are aligned, 
there is only a need to calculate four dot products, regardless of the number of 
sensors in the array.  In this three-sensor, twelve-channel array, memory 
overhead for the dot product matrix is reduced 67%, from a size of 12x181x181 
to 4x181x181.  Additional sensors could be added with no additional memory 
devoted to this array. 
Since the pressure elements and Aco microphone are omnidirectional, all 
bins of the dot product corresponding to the pressure elements are given a value 
of “1”.  Thus, the contributions of the pressure elements to the beamformer sum 
depend only on the amplitude and phase of the corrected signals, as computed 
in a standard linear summation of omnidirectional elements.  The dot product 
matrix is then vectorized from a three-dimensional 4x181x181 matrix into a 
4x(181*181) two-dimensional array.  This is done to speed processing in the 
beamformer routine as discussed in Subsection A above.  The final step prior to 
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entering the actual beamformer routine is to create a reduced length k  vector 
with relevant values of the frequency bandwidth of interest.  This truncates the 
signals prior to summing in order to reduce processing overhead.  The remainder 
of the signals are discarded to improve performance and reduce memory load 
after they are multiplied by the transfer functions. 
The signals are read in from the binary file and a Hanning window is 
applied to the time series data to reduce side lobes.  The windowed signals are 
Fourier transformed into the frequency domain, the redundant half of the Fourier 
transform is discarded, and the now frequency domain signals are multiplied by 
their respective transfer functions to “correct” the signal.  At this point all signals 
are now referenced to the center element, the Aco microphone in this case.  The 
corrected signals are truncated to the bandwidth of interest before summing in 
the beamformer to save processing resources.   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mn mn mn mnx t x t W t xw t   
( ) ( )mn mnxw t FT Xw k   
( ) ( ) ( )mn mn mnXw k H k Xwc k  
( ) ( )mn mn BWXwc k truncate Xwc k   
In order to further reduce memory overhead, the   weighting term (Eq. 
2.12) constants are pre-calculated prior to entering the beamformer, and the 
specific sensor weighting term is calculated for each sensor just prior to summing 
its responses.  The weighting term is identical for all four elements of a particular 
sensor, so it only needs to be calculated once for each sensor then applied to all 
four elements.  The beamformer routine multiplies each of the truncated element 
signals by the appropriate element dot product and the sensor   weight and 
sums the results.  Since the Aco, or any other pressure only elements added to 
the array, have no velocity sensors, the dummy channels are not processed in 
order to speed computation.  The resultant sum is a two dimensional matrix with 
dimensions ( * )m n x p , where m  is the length of the s  vector, n  is the length 
of the s  vector and p  is the length of the BWk  bandwidth vector.  The 
amplitudes of all signals in the bandwidth of interest are summed into a single 
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value across the BWk  dimension, which collapses the matrix into a ( * )m n x1 
vector.  The vector is then reshaped into a two dimensional array with size m xn .  
This actually represents a three dimensional matrix of size s x s  with the 
summed signal amplitude values residing in the singleton dimension, an index of 
steer angle combinations and total responses in those directions.   
 ˆ ˆ( )( ( , ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , , )mn BW s emn BW BWXcw k u u k S k          
All the two-dimensional plots use imagesc to show the beamformer output 
in all possible directions.  The three-dimensional plots have their axes labeled to 
indicate degree of view rotation.  Figure 58 shows the theoretical beam pattern of 
an N element linear array of omnidirectional elements for reference to the 
experimental beamformer output.  Figures 59-62, show the beampattern of the 
experimental array for familiarization purposes.  The datastreams were 
processed by the beamformer as both a standard omnidirectional array, by 
disabling the velocity element inputs, and as a hybrid array using the all sensor 
elements.  Any comparison images below were processed using identical data 
segment(s) for each orientation.   
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Figure 59.   Normalized 3D Beampatterns of the Omni Array With a 1kHz Source 








Figure 60.   Normalized 3D Beampatterns of the Hybrid Array With a 1kHz Source 




Figure 61.   Beampattern of the Omni and Hybrid Arrays With a Source of 1kHz At 






Figure 62.   3dB Beamwidth Beampattern of the Omni and Hybrid Arrays With a 
Source of 1kHz at 90   and 0    on Respective Intensity Scales 
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C. STATIC TEST WITH SINGLE SOURCE 
Several static tests were conducted with the array in known orientations 
and the source at a known polar angle relative to the origin of the array.  Signals 
of 300Hz, 500Hz, 1kHz and 1.5kHz were used.  The datastreams were 
processed by the beamformer as both a standard omnidirectional array, by 
disabling the velocity element inputs, and as a hybrid array using the all sensor 
elements.  Any comparison images below were processed using identical data 
segments for each orientation.  The data was plotted using imagesc  in  and   
space, and as three dimensional beam patterns using surf .  The beamformer 
determined the correct location of the source relative to the array with a high 
degree of accuracy.  Figure 63 shows the results as the source polar position 
was changed.  Orientation of the array did not appear to have a large effect on 
the bearing accuracy of the beam pattern.  When a source was placed on the 
positive or negative z  axes in the "end fire" region, the two-dimensional plots 
showed beam broadening due to the nature of the flat projection of a curved 
surface.  The three-dimensional plots in these cases showed similar beamwidths 
to the broadside plots.  When a source was placed in the broadside region, the 
beam patterns of both plot types were similar. 
Note the last two omni array images of the MRA plots in the second set of 
images, Figure 64.   They are nearly indistinguishable from one another.  Yet 
their corresponding hybrid plots clearly show the source in a different azimuthal 
position.  The main lobe of the omni plot when the source travels over the pole of 
the z axis, first on the left in Figure 64, appears to be 180° out of position.  This 
only occurs when going over the pole and only on the omni plots.  The reason is 
unknown.  Due to mass of the apparatus and the non-rigid connection, some 
drooping occurred when in certain orientations.  The actual source aspect in the 
beam patterns may be slightly different that the recorded orientation.  This is 
readily apparent in Figure 64 where the true polar aspect is 80° vice the recorded 





Figure 63.   Comparison of Hybrid Array Beam Patterns for a 1kHz Signal Placed 






Figure 64.   Comparison of Omni and Hybrid Array Beam Patterns for a 1kHz 
Signal Placed at The Three Primary Velocity Element MRAs. 
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D. DYNAMIC TEST WITH SINGLE SOURCE 
Results that are more interesting were achieved with the array in motion.  
Several dynamic tests were conducted with the array in several known 
orientations relative to the axis of rotation.  A source was placed a fixed distance 
from the array and the rotator mechanism energized.  This simulated a stationary 
array with a target source moving circularly around the array about a single axis.   
The images on the left, Figure 65, show the response of the 
omnidirectional array, those on the right show the directional hybrid array.  The 
source began at the =90  90    position, the array was rotated about the 
x axis, simulating the source passing across the z  axis and around to the other 
side.  The top and bottom images on the left are nearly indistinguishable from 
one another, there is no way to determine relative source aspect.  It is important 
to note this two dimensional image represents a three dimensional ring or band 
around the long z  axis of the array.  There is no way to resolve the bearing 
ambiguity of the omni array without further data and time.  The images on the 
right side clearly show instantaneous position of the source relative to the array, 
in three dimensions.   
The middle pictures of both arrays look very similar.  This is a result of the 
inter-element spacing and array length perfectly matching the wavelength of the 
1kHz source signal and the data spreading of a spherical object onto a two 
dimensional plot.  The two Microflown pressure sensors are detecting peak 
signals exactly one wavelength apart, while the Aco sensor in the middle, aligned 
 radians from the Microflown sensors, is in a trough.  Note the lack of a lower 
lobe on the hybrid array plot indicating directionality even at end fire.  All angles 
in   coincide with the same point in space when the source is near or at 0   , 
this produces the apparent broadening of the beam lobe on the plot.  For the 
hybrid array, this is a transient condition that quickly resolves once the source 
passes over the pole.  This provided direction of movement information during 
the transition.  The omni array provided no such indication.  Figure 66 shows the 
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source crossing over the pole and the rapid resolution of aspect by the hybrid 





Figure 65.   Source Tracking of Omni Array vs. Hybrid Array Using a 1kHz Source 
Moving About the x  Axis. (Arrow Denotes Direction of Travel)  
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Figure 66.   Source Tracking of Hybrid Array Showing Rapid Bearing Resolution 
Over the Pole (Elapsed Time ~10 sec) 
E. DIRECTIONALITY / BEARING AMBIGUITY 
The scales of the second sets of plots were relative to their respective 
arrays.  The plots use the maximum response of the particular array as the upper 
limit and 3dB below this as the lower limit.  This determines the 3dB beam width 
and directionality of the two arrays.  The omni array plots displayed the traditional 
beam pattern with circular symmetry about the z  axis of the array, the traditional 
broadside or “beamfire” pattern.  As expected, it was impossible to determine a 
bearing to the target in the   axis using the omni array, and there was bearing 
symmetry causing the traditional bearing ambiguity.  The omni array could track 
movement along the z  axis, but there was no way to determine on which side of 
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the array the source was located.  The hybrid array plots showed very good 
directionality.  The beam patterns were distinctly oval shaped, rather than the 
rectangular bands of the omni array.  Right or left aspect could readily be 
determined as evident in Figure 67. 
 
 
Figure 67.   3dB Beamwidth Differences of Both Arrays from a 1kHz Source Plotted 
with Color Scales Relative to Each Array 
F. BEARING ACCURACY 
Bearing accuracy of the hybrid array was adequate.  Two methods were 
used to determine coarse and fine resolution, 3dB and 1dB half-beamwidths.  A 
measure of the 3dB and 1dB beamwidths in degrees were made with several 
sets of data.  For example, the nominal bearing accuracy of the hybrid array at 
the design frequency with the source at 90    was, 12   in   and 35   in 
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  for the 3dB beam width, and 3.5   in   and 12   in   for the 1dB 
beamwidth.  Figures 68 and 69 show an example.  Since there is no spatial 
separation of the sensors in the azimuthal plane, the beamwidth is wider on this 
axis than in the polar plane.  A planar array with spatial separation in two 
directions of the elements would likely reduce the larger width of the beam to a 
value closer to the narrow width and produce a more circular beam. 
Tracking was readily possible using the hybrid array.  The rotator 
mechanism has an angular translation rate of approximately 6 / sec .  Each 
chunk of data processed contained 65,536 (216) datapoints.  At a sampling 
frequency of 25.6kHz, this translates into 2.56s per frame, or approximately 15 .  
This was readily monitored on the plot movies. 
 
Figure 68.   3dB Beampattern of The Hybrid Array for an Overhead 1kHz Signal  
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Figure 69.   Bearing Accuracy of The Hybrid Array for a 1kHz Signal, Using Half-
Beamwidth Method 
G. ALTERNATE FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE 
Beamformer performance was also tested with source frequencies of 
1.5kHz, 500Hz and 300Hz.  The absolute lower limit for this array is 300Hz.  
Beyond that limit, the transfer functions lose coherence drastically.  The same 
general beam patterns and directionality of the hybrid array versus the omni 
array were observed.  As shown in Figure 70, the performance was nearly 
identical using the 1.5kHz signal, with a slight narrowing of the beam pattern in 
the   direction, due to the shorter wavelength.  Since the array was optimized 
for 1kHz, using an inter-element spacing of / 2 0.170m  , sidelobes started to 
appear with the 1.5kHz signal. This was observed in Figure 71 as multiple hot 
spots in the beam patterns.  These are not visible in the 3dB plots.  Higher 
frequencies would cause even larger amplitude sidelobes, eventually showing on 
the 3dB plots.  The longer wavelength of the lower frequency signals combined 
with the fixed aperture size optimized for 1kHz caused beam broadening with the 
500Hz and 300Hz signals which can be seen in Figures 72 and 73.  Figure 74 
shows a comparison of array design frequency to source frequencies and the 




Figure 70.   Beampatterns of the Arrays with a 1.5kHz Source 
 
 
Figure 71.   Beampattern with a 1.5kHz Source Showing Sidelobes 
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Figure 72.   Beampatterns of the Arrays with a 500Hz Source 
 
Figure 73.   Beampatterns of the Arrays with a 300Hz Source 
 
Figure 74.   Sidelobes and Beamwidth Broadening with Various Array 
Length/Frequency Ratios of Continuous Line Arrays     (From: 
Ziomek,1994) 
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H. MULTIPLE SOURCE DISCRIMINATION 
Several tests in multiple configurations were conducted with two sources.  
The sources were placed at two different angular separations.  First at equal 
aspects on the polar plane separated 60  in the azimuthal plane, and then 
separated 20  in the polar plane and at equal aspects in the azimuthal plane.  
The loudspeakers were driven with sources of identical frequency as well as 
separate frequencies in both arrangements.  The array could readily and 
accurately discriminate between the two sources when they had different 
frequencies, even with the narrow spatial separation of the second set up.  Note 
the location of the 1kHz source in the various plots is the same in each grouping 
(wide and narrow).  The speakers were not moved during the groups of tests, 
only the driving frequencies were adjusted.   
There were no real indications of source separation when the sources had 
the same frequency, as in Figure 75.  It generally located the source with the 
higher amplitude corresponding to alignment with an element MRA, but was blind 
to the other source.  When in motion the array plots displayed hot spots for the 
individual sources when processed at their respective frequencies.  An attempt 
was made to expand the bandwidth of the processor to capture both source 
center frequencies and process the data simultaneously.  This produced 
unsatisfactory results.   
The best results were obtained when processing the data as if they were 
independent single sources.  The frequency of the first source was used as the 
center bandwidth frequency on the first processing run, and the source frequency 
of the second source was used for the second processing run, then the results 
were viewed separately.  This is shown in Figures 76 and 77.  In practice, for a 
tracking device where the source frequency was unknown, the frequency could 
be swept through the spectrum of interest, processed individually, and displayed 
as separate images. 
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Figure 75.   Beampatterns of the Hybrid Array with Two Sources at the Same 
Frequency and a Spatial Separation of 60° in   
 
 
Figure 76.   Beampatterns of the Hybrid Array with Two Sources at Different 
Frequencies and a Spatial Separation of 60° in   Processed with 
Separate Center Frequencies 
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Figure 77.   Beampatterns of the Hybrid Array with Two Sources at Different 
Frequencies and a Spatial Separation of 20° in   Processed with 
Separate Center Frequencies 
 
I. LIVE TARGET 
A live trial was conducted as an attempt to track the aircraft that pass over 
the Naval Postgraduate School on final approach to Monterey Airport.  
Unfortunately, the day prior to the trial the array was damaged and one velocity 
element on one of the of the Microflown sensors was lost.  The sensor and array 
were repaired as best as they could be.  New alignment and transfer functions 




channels instead of nine.  The lost element was one of the blue elements, which 
fortunately lies along the long axis of the array and least affected the array 
beamforming in this application. 
Data was taken of several live targets on top of Spanagel Hall.  Three jet 
aircraft and two turboprop aircraft were recorded.  The signals were Fourier 
transformed and plotted to find the aircraft source tonals.  Two of the five files 
contained high levels of low frequency broadband noise, most likely due to 
airflow from the light breeze blowing across the roof.  No tonals were apparent on 
these files.  Of the three remaining files, two corresponded to jet aircraft and one 
corresponded to a turboprop aircraft.   
There was a significant signal to noise problem with the velocity elements.  
No discernable signal was present.  The files were converted to audio and 
evaluated aurally.  The pressure element signals clearly recorded the plane 
passing overhead; the velocity elements presented only wind noise.  The data 
was recorded without the screen covers, as the array had been tested.  Since the 
velocity elements operate by the passage of air across the sensing element, it is 
likely the wind blowing across the elements obscured any target signals.  Future 
live tests should include windscreens covering the sensors. 
The tonal frequencies extended from the extreme low frequency range 
into the midrange design frequency of the array.  The tonal frequency content 
can be seen on the Aco microphone FFT plots, Figures 78 and 79.  Figure 80 
shows the presence of the target on the Aco pressure microphone and low signal 
to noise ratio obscuring the target on the velocity elements  
Complicating the effort was the lack of coherence of the transfer functions 
in the low frequency region, Figures 81 and 82.  Since the signal used to 
calculate the transfer functions was not accurately reproduced in the low 
frequency region, the coherence was very low.  The response of various trials in 
the low frequency region was also erratic.  Thus, the transfer functions cannot be 
relied on in this region.  Obtaining new transfer functions using a signal 
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reproduced by a low frequency driver, would likely improve the low frequency 
performance of the beamformer.  The output from the beamformer when 
processing the live target signals could not be discerned from the random noise 
of the same data files.  Therefore, no conclusive results were produced.  It is 
likely the array could track the aircraft with windscreen in place and using low 
frequency calibrated transfer functions. 
 
 
Figure 78.   Frequency Content of the Live Signal – Turboprop Target 
 
 















Figure 80.   LOFARGrams of Turboprop Target for ACO Microphone and Sensor 












































Figure 82.   Erratic Response of Successive Trials in Low Frequency Region of 
Sample Pressure and Velocity Element Transfer Functions  
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
The objectives outlined in the beginning of this project were met.  The 
sensors were characterized and calibrated relative to a common reference using 
transfer functions.  The Microflown sensors displayed no significant change in 
response when handling signals of different amplitude or aspect.  The lack of 
absolute orthogonality of the three velocity elements did not produce noticeable 
errors in the beamformer.  It did not detract from their ability to resolve direction 
to a target in three dimensions to within experimental accuracy.  The simple 
linear summing algorithm with directional component weighting appears to work 
satisfactorily in the beamformer.   
The directional nature of the Microflown vector sensors provided 
significant enhancements over a standard omnidirectional linear acoustic array.  
The instantaneous bearing resolution in three dimensions was the most 
significant.   
The method of calibration here is also noteworthy.  At no time were the 
sensors calibrated in a traditional sense by comparing the voltage outputs to a 
known pressure reference signal.  The use of transfer functions to relate the 
outputs of the various elements to a single reference sensor in the frequency 
domain made the beamforming process straightforward and eliminated the need 
to explicitly calibrate the vector sensors.   
It is possible that by simply adding additional elements and lengthening 
the array, there will be a corresponding improvement in bearing resolution due to 
wider angular separation to the ends of the array.  Even better results are likely 
from construction of a planar or volumetric array using more sensors to gain an 
improvement on the inherent beamwidth of the vector sensors by taking 
advantage of increased spatial diversity.  To achieve spatial separation in both 
angular planes, it may be possible to modify the three-element array by simply 
realigning the Microflown sensors so their MRAs are at 45° angles to the 
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longitudinal axis of the fixture.  The only other modification would be new transfer 
functions in the changed alignment.  The z  and y axes of the coordinate system 
would rotate 45° with the realignment.  This would create spatial separation 
between the sensors in both angular planes, with the ACO remaining at the 
origin. 
Future improvements should include determining transfer functions in the 
low frequency region, repeating live tests with windscreens, and possibly using a 
more advanced beamforming algorithm to improve bearing resolution.   
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APPENDIX A. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
A. MICROFLOWN ULTIMATE SOUND PROBE 
 
 (From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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B. MICROFLOWN SIGNAL CONDITIONER 
 
(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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(From: Microflown Holland, n.d.) 
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C. ACO PACIFIC MICROPHONE 




2. Preamplifier ½-inch Model 4012 
 
(From: ACO Pacific, n.d.) 
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D. NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS CHASSIS 
 
(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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E. NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS DATA ACQUISITION MODULES 
 
(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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(From: National Instruments, n.d.) 
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F. VIFA LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER 
 
(From: Parts Express, n.d.) 
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(From: Parts Express, n.d.) 
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G. CALCULATED INDUSTRIES LASER DISTANCE METER 
 
(From: Calculated Industries, n.d.) 
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APPENDIX B. COMPUTER CODE 





B. MATLAB – POLAR_323.M 
%Polar Plot Beampatterns of Microflown sensor 
%Program to read in binary calibration data and  
%compute polar plots of all elements of  
%Microflown 323 sensor  
%using a Microflown USP 4 channel sensor and an 
%ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 





%ensure these parameters match those specified in the dataset title 
maxchan = 12; %maximum number of data channels captured 
numpass = 12; %number of loop iterations in vi sampling routine 
N = 200000; %number of samples per channel per pass in vi binary data file 
Fs = 2.56E4; %sampling freq of DAQ 
cfreq=1000; % filter center freq 
M = numpass * N; %total sample length per channel 
  
bindata = zeros(M,maxchan); % initialize matrix to allocate memory 
  
%read data file 
%calibration source signal is a  1kHz output from signal generator at 1Vpp 
%signal is amplified to an average of ~3Vpp then routed to driver(s) 
fid = fopen('G:\Matlab\1 Sep 2009\VPV_12chan_N-200K_pass-12_Fs-25.6k_1 
kHz_1Vpp_323-prs_360rot_set11.dat','r'); 
frewind(fid) % top of file 
  
%Channel Designations 
%DAQ Channel Designations 
prs1 = 1; %sensor 323 pressure 
blu1 = 2; %sensor 323 blu velocity Z axis 
grn1 = 3; %sensor 323 grn velocity X axis 
red1 = 4; %sensor 323 red velocity Y axis 
prs2 = 5; %ACO calibrated pressure mic 
src1 = 6; %Input Signal 1 
src2 = 7; %Input Signal 2 
psit = 8; %rotational position 
prs3 = 9; %sensor 324 pressure 
blu3 = 10; %sensor 324 blu velocity Z axis 
grn3 = 11; %sensor 324 grn velocity X axis 
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red3 = 12; %sensor 324 red velocity Y axis 
  
%2.4M datapoints = 96sec/chan - ~61.5 sec for 360° rotation 
%read data from binary file in successive passes, as it was saved by vi 
for j = 1:numpass 
    nextcol = (j-1)*N+1; %200K datapoint increments 
    bindata(nextcol:j*N,1:maxchan) = fread(fid, [N,maxchan] , 'float64', 'ieee-be');  
%get 200K/chan datapoints 
end 
%2.4M datapoints = 96sec/chan 
  
status = fclose('all'); %close all binary files 
  
%Process data  
bindata = bindata'; %change to row data 
  
%plot rotator position - ensure 2x transitions for cut lines 
t1 = linspace(0,M-1,M)*(1/Fs); %full time period ~96 secs 
figure;plot(t1,bindata(psit,:)); %position data 
title('Rotator Angular Position Voltage vs. Time') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Voltage (V)') 
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, 'Rotator_Voltage_323.fig', 'fig'); 
close 
clear t1; % freeup memory 
  
%convert to frequency domain 
bindataf(prs1:red1,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(prs1:red1,:),2),[],2),2); 
%Microflown 
bindataf(prs2,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(prs2,:)))); %prs mic  
bindataf(src1,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(src1,:)))); %src 1 
%bindataf(src2,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(src2,:)))); %src 2 
  
freq=[-M/2:(M/2-1)]/(M/Fs); 
plotstart = floor(M/2 + 1); %begin at freq 0 
plotend = floor(plotstart + 3E3*M/Fs); %cut off higher freqs 
  
figure %confirm source signal(s) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(src1,plotstart:plotend)),'b') %src1 
%    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(src2,plotstart:plotend)),'r') %src2 
    title(['FFT Source Signal - Raw Data - ',num2str(cfreq),'Hz Signal']) 
    xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
    ylabel('Amplitude') 
%save image to disk 
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saveas(gcf, 'Polar_Plot_FFT_Source_323.fig', 'fig'); 
close 
  
figure %plot raw sensor data freq spectrum - sensor 323 
    subplot(5,1,1) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(prs2,plotstart:plotend)),'m') %prs 2 
    title(['FFT Calibrated Mic - Raw Data - Pressure ',num2str(cfreq),'Hz Signal']) 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,2) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(prs1,plotstart:plotend)),'k') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Raw Data - Pressure') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,3) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(blu1,plotstart:plotend)),'b') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Raw Data - Blue Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,4) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(grn1,plotstart:plotend)),'g') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Raw Data - Green Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,5) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(red1,plotstart:plotend)),'r') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Raw Data - Red Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, ['Polar_Plot_Raw_FFT_Sensors_323.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
clear bindataf; %freeup memory 
     
%truncate data to 360° wide ~= 61.5 sec 
%this routine looks for the first instance of a voltage crossing  
%of a certain level then looks for the same crossing further down the file 
%those two crossings are used to determine  
%the approximate width of 360° of data signifying full rotation 
%since the voltage signal is slightly oscillatory due to the bouncing of 
%the potentiometer arm on the contact winding while the rotator is moving 
%successive crossings occur just a few bins apart and must be ruled out 
%the "bin>1000" portion performs this logic 
%1.3V - voltage crossing level is close to max nominal battery voltage of 1.5V 
%the lower value is used in case the battery is somewhat discharged 
cutlimit = 1.3; %voltage crossing level 
[psitcol] = find(bindata(psit,:) > cutlimit); %find ALL transiton points greater then 
the limit 
cutstart = psitcol(1); %first cut point bin index 
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endcol = find(diff(psitcol)>1000) + 1; %find the next relative bin index indicating 
the end cut point 
spread = psitcol(endcol) - cutstart; %width of cut 
cutend = floor((cutstart + spread)/2)*2; %last cut bin index - ensure even integer 
  
cutdata = bindata(:,cutstart:cutend); %data assignment - discard remainder of the 
raw binary data 
clear bindata; %freeup memory 
  
%Professor Kevin Smith filter code incorporated 
M2 = length(cutdata(1,:)); % ~61.5 secs 
t = linspace(0,M2-1,M2)*(1/Fs);  
freq = [-M2/2:(M2/2-1)]/(M2/Fs); 
  
%baseband in time-domain 
baseband = exp(i*2*pi*cfreq*t); 
%de-mean data 
cutdata = (cutdata - (mean(cutdata,2)*ones(1,M2))) .* 
(ones(maxchan,1)*baseband); 
clear baseband; %freeup memory 
  
%apply filter and transform to freq domain 
dataf = fftshift(fft(fftshift(cutdata(prs1:prs2,:),2),[],2),2); %1-4 Microflown, 5 Aco 
%apply filter around 1kHz tone, reduce bandwidth to 
%8192 sample points 
Ns = 8192; % Use for 1K signal 
df = freq(2) - freq(1); 
dt = 1/(Ns*df); 
nc = floor(M2/2) + 1; 
dataf2 = dataf(:,nc-Ns/2:nc+Ns/2-1); 
filt2 = ones(prs2,1) * hann(Ns)'; 
t2 = [0:dt:(Ns-1)*dt]; 
scale = M2/Ns; 
data2 = fftshift(ifft(fftshift(dataf2 .* filt2,2),[],2),2) ./ scale; 
 
%Plot processed FFT data  
plotstart = floor(M2/2 + 1); 
plotend = floor(plotstart + 5E3*M2/Fs); %cut off higher freqs 
  
figure 
    subplot(5,1,1) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(dataf(prs2,plotstart:plotend)),'m') %prs 2 
    title(['FFT Calibrated Mic - Processed Data - Pressure ',num2str(cfreq),'Hz 
Signal']) 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
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    subplot(5,1,2) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(dataf(prs1,plotstart:plotend)),'k') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Processed Data - Pressure') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,3) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(dataf(blu1,plotstart:plotend)),'b') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Processed Data - Blue Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,4) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(dataf(grn1,plotstart:plotend)),'g') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Processed Data - Green Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 
    subplot(5,1,5) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(dataf(red1,plotstart:plotend)),'r') 
    title('FFT 323 Sensor - Processed Data - Red Velocity') 
    axis([-50 3000 0 5000]) 




%Plot processed polar data before realignment 
%voltage polar plots 
theta = (0:(2*pi)/(Ns-1):2*pi); 
figure 
polar(theta,abs(data2(prs2,:)),'m'); 






























%rearrange data align to array aspect 
%use minimum response of red sensor to determine 0° position 
[C1,I1] = min(abs(data2(red1,1:Ns/2))); %find 0° position first half 
[C2,I2] = min(abs(data2(red1,Ns/2+1:Ns))); %find 0° position second half 
%finding 2 minima squares up plot better than a single index 
I = floor((I1 + I2)/2); %average 0° index 
%rearrange data to begin at 0° position 
tempdata(:,1:Ns-I) = data2(:,I+1:Ns);  
tempdata(:,Ns-I+1:Ns) = data2(:,1:I);  
data2 = tempdata; %reassign rearranged data 
clear tempdata; %freeup memory 
  
theta = (0:(2*pi)/(Ns-1):2*pi); 
  












%save image to disk 




















save 323-Polar.mat %save data to disk for post-processing 
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 C. MATLAB –TRANSFER_FUNCTION_CAL_323.M 
%Transfer Functions 
%Program to read in binary calibration data and compute transfer function 
%between Microflown pressure sensor and velocity sensors using a Microflown 4 
%channel sensor and an ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 
%29 Oct 2009 
%Note: This composite file produces time series and frequency domain plots to 
%compare input and output signals for testing.  
%The individual sensor files process the transfer functions only. 
clear all 
clc 
%ensure these parameters match those specified in the dataset title 
maxchan = 12; %maximum number of data channels captured 
numpass = 40; %number of loop iterations in vi sampling routine 
N = 2^16; %number of samples per channel per pass in vi binary data file 
Fs = 2.56E4; %sampling freq of DAQ 
M = numpass * N; %total sample length per channel 
NFFT = N; 
overlap = NFFT/2; %overlap window vector for computing transfer funtion 
window = hanning(NFFT); %hanning window vector for computing transfer 
funtion 
  
bindata = zeros(M,maxchan); %initialize matrix to allocate memory 
  
%DAQ Channel Designations 
prs1 = 1; %sensor 323 pressure 
blu1 = 2; %sensor 323 blu velocity Z axis 
grn1 = 3; %sensor 323 grn velocity X axis 
red1 = 4; %sensor 323 red velocity Y axis 
prs2 = 5; %ACO calibrated pressure mic 
src1 = 6; %Input Signal 1 
src2 = 7; %Input Signal 2 
psit = 8; %rotational position - DC 
prs3 = 9; %sensor 324 pressure 
blu3 = 10; %sensor 324 blu velocity Z axis 
grn3 = 11; %sensor 324 grn velocity X axis 
red3 = 12; %sensor 324 red velocity Y axis 
  
%read data file 
%calibration source signal is White Noise output from signal generator at 5Vpp 
%signal is amplified to an average of ~7Vpp then routed to driver(s) 
%multi frequency composition of White Noise signal precludes an absolute 
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%final amplification measurement 
aspect = 'Theta 0° Phi 90°'; %set parameters for plot titles that correspond to 
dataset 
amplitude = '1'; 
sensor = '323'; 
fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_0theta_90phi_Blucal_All_set04.dat','r'); 
frewind(fid) % top of file 
  
%40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
%read data from binary file in successive passes, as it was saved by vi 
for j = 1:numpass 
    nextcol = (j-1)*N+1; %2^16 datapoint increments 
    bindata(nextcol:j*N,1:maxchan) = fread(fid, [N,maxchan] , 'float64', 'ieee-be');  
%get 2^16/chan datapoints 
end 
%40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
  
status = fclose('all'); %close all binary files 
  
%Process data  
bindata = bindata'; %change to row data 
  
t1 = linspace(0,M-1,M)*(1/Fs); %full time period ~102.4 secs 
plotstart = 1; %start at beginning of time series 
plotend = floor(plotstart + M/10 - 1); %cut off remainder of time series data for 
display 
figure %plot raw time series sensor data - sensor 323 
    subplot(5,1,1) 
    plot(t1(plotstart:plotend),bindata(prs2,plotstart:plotend),'m') 
    title('Time Series Data - Calibrated Mic - Raw Data - Pressure') 
    subplot(5,1,2) 
    plot(t1(plotstart:plotend),bindata(prs1,plotstart:plotend),'k') 
    title('323 Sensor - Raw Data - Pressure') 
    subplot(5,1,3) 
    plot(t1(plotstart:plotend),bindata(blu1,plotstart:plotend),'b') 
   title('323 Sensor - Raw Data - Blue Velocity') 
    subplot(5,1,4) 
    plot(t1(plotstart:plotend),bindata(grn1,plotstart:plotend),'g') 
    title('323 Sensor - Raw Data - Green Velocity') 
    subplot(5,1,5) 
    plot(t1(plotstart:plotend),bindata(red1,plotstart:plotend),'r') 




%transfer source signals to freq domain  
bindataf(src1:src2,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(src1:src2,:),2),[],2),2);  
  
freq=[-M/2:(M/2-1)]/(M/Fs); 
plotstart = M/2 + 1; %begin at freq 0 for display 
plotend = floor(plotstart + 5E3*M/Fs); %cut off higher freqs for display 
  
figure %confirm source signal(s) are correct freqs 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(src1,plotstart:plotend)),'b') 
%    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(src2,plotstart:plotend)),'r') 
    title(['FFT Source Signal for ',sensor,' Sensor at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw 
Data']) 
    xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
    ylabel('Amplitude') 
    axis([-50 4000 0 500]) 
clear bindataf; %freeup memory 
  
%transfer sensor signals to freq domain  
bindataf(prs1:prs2,:) = fftshift(fft(fftshift(bindata(prs1:prs2,:),2),[],2),2);  
  
sensor = '323'; 
figure %plot raw sensor data freq spectrum - sensor 323 
    subplot(5,1,1) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(prs2,plotstart:plotend)),'m') 
    title(['FFT Calibrated Mic at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw Data - Pressure']) 
    axis([-50 4000 0 100]) 
    subplot(5,1,2) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(prs1,plotstart:plotend)),'k') 
    title(['FFT ',sensor,' Sensor at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw Data - Pressure']) 
    axis([-50 4000 0 100]) 
    subplot(5,1,3) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(blu1,plotstart:plotend)),'b') 
    title(['FFT ',sensor,' Sensor at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw Data - Blue Velocity']) 
    axis([-50 4000 0 100]) 
    subplot(5,1,4) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(grn1,plotstart:plotend)),'g') 
    title(['FFT ',sensor,' Sensor at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw Data - Green 
Velocity']) 
    axis([-50 4000 0 100]) 
    subplot(5,1,5) 
    plot(freq(plotstart:plotend),abs(bindataf(red1,plotstart:plotend)),'r') 
    title(['FFT ',sensor,' Sensor at ',aspect,' Incidence - Raw Data - Red Velocity']) 
    axis([-50 4000 0 100]) 
  
clear bindataf; %freeup memory 
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% Compute transfer function between pressure mic and pressure 323 
gammap1 = mscohere(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Magnitude Squared Coherence Estimate 
[Pp1p,F] = cpsd(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
[Pp2,F] = pwelch(bindata(prs2,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power Spectral 
Density - Welch's method 
  
Hp1 = Pp2./Pp1p; 






title(['Coherence - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(F,abs(Hp1),'k') 
ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1)),'k') 
title(['Phase Difference - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
  
% Compute transfer function between pressure 323 and blue velocity 323 
gammab1 = 
mscohere(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(blu1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs);%Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
[Pb1p,F] = cpsd(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(blu1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
[Pp1,F] = pwelch(bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power Spectral 
Density - Welch's method 
  
Hb1 = Pp1./Pb1p; 







title(['Coherence - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(F,abs(Hb1),'b') 
ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 8.1]) 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hb1)),'b') 
title(['Phase Difference - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
  
% Compute transfer function between pressure 323 and red velocity 323 
gammar1 = 
mscohere(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(red1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs);%Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
[Pr1p,F] = cpsd(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(red1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
[Pp1,F] = pwelch(bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power Spectral 
Density - Welch's method 
  
Hr1 = Pp1./Pr1p; 






title(['Coherence - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(F,abs(Hr1),'r') 
ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
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axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hr1)),'r') 
title(['Phase Difference - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
  
% Compute transfer function between pressure 323 and green velocity 323 
gammag1 = 
mscohere(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(grn1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs);%Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
[Pg1p,F] = cpsd(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(grn1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
[Pp1,F] = pwelch(bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power Spectral 
Density - Welch's method 
  
Hg1 = Pp1./Pg1p; 






title(['Coherence - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 1.1]) 
subplot(3,1,2) 
plot(F,abs(Hg1),'g') 
ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
axis([-50 3000 0 5]) 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hg1)),'g') 
title(['Phase Difference - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,'° Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
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 D. MATLAB –TRANSFER_FUNCTION_CAL_323_GRN_MULTI.M 
%323 Green and Pressure Transfer Functions 
%Program to read in binary calibration data  
%from mulitple data files and  
%compute transfer function between 
%Microflown pressure sensor and green velocity sensor 
%and Microflown pressure sensor and Aco mic 
%using a Microflown 4 channel sensor and an 
%ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 
%29 Oct 2009 
  
%Note: This individual sensor file processes multiple datafiles 
%and computes the transfer functions for the prs and grn sensors only. 
%The composite file produces time series and frequency domain plots to 




%ensure these parameters match those specified in the dataset title 
maxchan = 12; %maximum number of data channels captured 
numpass = 40; %number of loop iterations in vi sampling routine 
N = 2^16; %number of samples per channel per pass in vi binary data file 
Fs = 2.56E4; %sampling freq of DAQ 
M = numpass * N; %total sample length per channel 
NFFT = N; 
overlap = NFFT/2; %overlap window vector for computing transfer funtion 
window = hanning(NFFT); %hanning window vector for computing transfer 
funtion 
  
bindata = zeros(M,maxchan); %initialize matrix to allocate memory 
  
%DAQ Channel Designations in vi 
prs1 = 1; % sensor 323 pressure 
blu1 = 2; % sensor 323 blu velocity Z axis 
grn1 = 3; % sensor 323 grn velocity X axis 
red1 = 4; % sensor 323 red velocity Y axis 
prs2 = 5; % ACO calibrated pressure mic 
src1 = 6; % Input Signal 1 
src2 = 7; % Input Signal 2 
psit = 8; % rotational position - DC 
prs3 = 9; % sensor 324 pressure 
blu3 = 10; % sensor 324 blu velocity Z axis 
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grn3 = 11; % sensor 324 grn velocity X axis 
red3 = 12; % sensor 324 red velocity Y axis 
  
numdatasets = 3; %number of complete data sets 
  
for q = 1:numdatasets 
    % read data file 
    %calibration source signal is White Noise output from signal generator at 5Vpp 
    %signal is amplified to an average of ~7Vpp then routed to driver(s) 
    %multi frequency composition of White Noise signal precludes an absolute 
    %final amplification measurement 
    aspect = 'Theta 90° Phi 0°'; %set parameters for plot titles that correspond to 
dataset 
    amplitude = '5'; 
    sensor = '323'; 
  
    %dataset file names 
    if q == 1 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set07.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 2 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set08.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 3 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set09.dat','r'); 
    end 
  
    frewind(fid) %top of file 
  
    %40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
    %read data from binary file in successive passes, as it was saved by vi 
    for j = 1:numpass 
        nextcol = (j-1)*N+1; %2^16 datapoint increments 
        bindata(nextcol:j*N,1:maxchan) = fread(fid, [N,maxchan] , 'float64', 'ieee-
be');  %get 2^16/chan datapoints 
    end 
    %40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
  
    status = fclose('all'); %close all binary files 
  
    %Process data  
    bindata = bindata'; %change to row data 
  
    %USE GREEN Pressure Transfer Function for Beam Former 
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    %Compute transfer function between pressure mic and pressure 323 
    gammap1(:,q) = 
mscohere(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
    [Pp1p(:,q),F] = cpsd(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
    [Pp2(:,q),F] = pwelch(bindata(prs2,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power 
Spectral Density - Welch's method 
  
    Hp1(:,q) = Pp2(:,q)./Pp1p(:,q); 
  
    %Compute transfer function between pressure 323 and green velocity 323 
    gammag1(:,q) = 
mscohere(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(grn1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
    [Pg1p(:,q),F] = cpsd(bindata(prs1,:),bindata(grn1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
    [Pp1(:,q),F] = pwelch(bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power 
Spectral Density - Welch's method 
  
    Hg1(:,q) = Pp1(:,q)./Pg1p(:,q); 
  
    clear bindata; 
end 
%end data read and computation loop 
  
%Display all computed functions for comparison  
%to ensure data agrees prior to averaging 
%USE GREEN Pressure Transfer Function for Beam Former 








title(['Coherence - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 







ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 






title(['Phase Difference - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Prs-Grn_Transfer.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  








title(['Coherence - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 






ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 







title(['Phase Difference - ',sensor,' Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-50 3000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Grn_Transfer.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  
save 323-Grn-Prs.mat Hg1 Hp1 %save transfer function to disk for post-
processing 
save 323-Grn-Prs_All.mat %save data to disk for post-processing 
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 E. MATLAB –TRANSFER_FUNCTION_CAL_323_PRS_MULTI.M 
%323 Pressure Transfer Functions 
%Program to read in binary calibration data  
%from mulitple data files and  
%compute transfer function between 
%Microflown pressure sensor and Aco mic 
%in both Red MRA and Green MRA orientations  
%using a Microflown 4 channel sensor and an 
%ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 
%29 Oct 2009 
  
%Note: This individual sensor file processes multiple datafiles 
%and computes the transfer functions for the prs sensors only. 
%The composite file produces time series and frequency domain plots to 




%ensure these parameters match those specified in the dataset title 
maxchan = 12; %maximum number of data channels captured 
numpass = 40; %number of loop iterations in vi sampling routine 
N = 2^16; %number of samples per channel per pass in vi binary data file 
Fs = 2.56E4; %sampling freq of DAQ 
M = numpass * N; %total sample length per channel 
NFFT = N; 
overlap = NFFT/2; %overlap window vector for computing transfer funtion 
window = hanning(NFFT); %hanning window vector for computing transfer 
funtion 
  
bindata = zeros(M,maxchan); %initialize matrix to allocate memory 
  
%DAQ Channel Designations in vi 
prs1 = 1; % sensor 323 pressure 
blu1 = 2; % sensor 323 blu velocity Z axis 
grn1 = 3; % sensor 323 grn velocity X axis 
red1 = 4; % sensor 323 red velocity Y axis 
prs2 = 5; % ACO calibrated pressure mic 
src1 = 6; % Input Signal 1 
src2 = 7; % Input Signal 2 
psit = 8; % rotational position - DC 
prs3 = 9; % sensor 324 pressure 
blu3 = 10; % sensor 324 blu velocity Z axis 
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grn3 = 11; % sensor 324 grn velocity X axis 
red3 = 12; % sensor 324 red velocity Y axis 
  
numdatasets = 6; %number of complete data sets 
  
for q = 1:numdatasets 
    % read data file 
    %calibration source signal is White Noise output from signal generator at 5Vpp 
    %signal is amplified to an average of ~7Vpp then routed to driver(s) 
    %multi frequency composition of White Noise signal precludes an absolute 
    %final amplification measurement 
    aspect = 'Theta 90° Phi 0° and 90°'; %set parameters for plot titles that 
correspond to dataset 
    amplitude = '5'; 
    sensor = '323'; 
  
    %dataset file names 
    if q == 1 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set07.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 2 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set08.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 3 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_0phi_Grncal_All_set09.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 4 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_90phi_Redcal_All_set01.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 5 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_90phi_Redcal_All_set02.dat','r'); 
    elseif q == 6 
        fid = fopen('E:\4 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-40_Fs-
25.6k_WN_90theta_90phi_Redcal_All_set03.dat','r'); 
    end 
  
    frewind(fid) %top of file 
  
    %40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
    %read data from binary file in successive passes, as it was saved by vi 
    for j = 1:numpass 
        nextcol = (j-1)*N+1; %2^16 datapoint increments 
        bindata(nextcol:j*N,1:maxchan) = fread(fid, [N,maxchan] , 'float64', 'ieee-
be');  %get 2^16/chan datapoints 
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    end 
    %40*2^16 datapoints = 102.4sec/chan 
  
    status = fclose('all'); %close all BINARY files 
  
    %Process data  
    bindata = bindata'; %change to row data 
  
    %USE GREEN Pressure Transfer Function for Beam Former 
    %Compute transfer function between pressure mic and pressure 323 
    gammap1(:,q) = 
mscohere(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Magnitude 
Squared Coherence Estimate 
    [Pp1p(:,q),F] = cpsd(bindata(prs2,:),bindata(prs1,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); 
%Cross Power Spectral Density - Welch's method 
    [Pp2(:,q),F] = pwelch(bindata(prs2,:),window,overlap,NFFT,Fs); %Power 
Spectral Density - Welch's method 
  
    Hp1(:,q) = Pp2(:,q)./Pp1p(:,q); 
  
    clear bindata; 
end 
%end data read and computation loop 
  
%Display all computed functions for comparison  
%to ensure data agrees prior to averaging 
%USE GREEN Pressure Transfer Function for Beam Former 






plot(F,gammap1(:,1),'k')%primary grn orientation trace 
plot(F,gammap1(:,5),'g') 
plot(F,gammap1(:,6),'b') 
plot(F,gammap1(:,4),'c')%primary red orientation trace 
ylabel('Coherence') 
title(['Coherence - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 






plot(F,abs(Hp1(:,1)),'k')%primary grn orientation trace 
plot(F,abs(Hp1(:,5)),'g') 
plot(F,abs(Hp1(:,6)),'b') 
plot(F,abs(Hp1(:,4)),'c')%primary red orientation trace 
ylabel('Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Transfer Function - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 





plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1(:,1))),'k')%primary grn orientation trace 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1(:,5))),'g') 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1(:,6))),'b') 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1(:,4))),'c')%primary red orientation trace 
title(['Phase Difference - Calibrated Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement,' ',amplitude,'Vpp ',aspect,' Incidence']) 
ylabel('Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([-5 3000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Prs-All_Transfer.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  
save 323-Prs.mat Hp1 %save transfer function to disk for post-processing 
save 323-Prs_All.mat %save data to disk for post-processing 
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 F. MATLAB – AVERAGE_TRANSFER_FUNCTIONS.M 
%Average and Convert Microflown sensor transfer functions  
%for use in a beamformer for Hybrid Array using  
%Two Microflown 4 channel sensors and an 
%ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 





N = 2^15; %final length of transfer functions 
  
%get individual transfer functions 
%transfer functions are kept in individual arrays to ease code tracing 
%load Sensor_Transfer_Functions_raw.mat %length 2^15+ 
load 323-Blu.mat %Hb1 length 2^15+1 
load 323-Grn-Prs.mat %Hp1 Hg1 length 2^15+1 
load 323-Red.mat %Hr1 length 2^15+1 
load 324-Blu.mat %Hb3 length 2^15+1 
load 324-Grn-Prs.mat %Hp3 Hg3 F length 2^15+1 
load 324-Red.mat %Hr3 length 2^15+1 
  
F = F(1:N); 
  
%truncate transfer functions to length 
%323 Sensor 
Hp1 = Hp1(1:N,:); 
Hb1 = Hb1(1:N,:); 
Hg1 = Hg1(1:N,:); 
Hr1 = Hr1(1:N,:); 
  
%324 Sensor 
Hp3 = Hp3(1:N,:); 
Hb3 = Hb3(1:N,:); 
Hg3 = Hg3(1:N,:); 
Hr3 = Hr3(1:N,:); 
  
%average the three transfer functions for each element 
%into a single function length 1 x N 
%323 Sensor 
Hp1 = sum(Hp1,2)/3; 
Hb1 = sum(Hb1,2)/3; 
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Hg1 = sum(Hg1,2)/3; 
Hr1 = sum(Hr1,2)/3; 
  
%324 Sensor 
Hp3 = sum(Hp3,2)/3; 
Hb3 = sum(Hb3,2)/3; 
Hg3 = sum(Hg3,2)/3; 
Hr3 = sum(Hr3,2)/3; 
  
%final calculation to relate velocity sensors to Aco 
%multiplication performed here to save processing time in beam former 
%323 Sensor 
Hb1 = Hb1 .* Hp1; 
Hg1 = Hg1 .* Hp1; 
Hr1 = Hr1 .* Hp1; 
  
%324 Sensor 
Hb3 = Hb3 .* Hp3; 
Hg3 = Hg3 .* Hp3; 
Hr3 = Hr3 .* Hp3; 
  
  
sensor = '323'; 




ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp1)),'k') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Prs_Transfer_Final.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  





ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hb1)),'b') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 








ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hg1)),'g') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Grn_Transfer_Final.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  




ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
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title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hr1)),'r') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 





sensor = '324'; 




ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hp3)),'k') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Prs_Transfer_Final.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  




ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
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axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hb3)),'b') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 








ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 
axis([300 2000 0 10]) 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(F, rad2deg(angle(Hg3)),'g') 
title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 
saveas(gcf, [sensor,'_Grn_Transfer_Final.fig'], 'fig'); 
close 
  




ylabel('Final Transfer Function Amplitude') 
title(['Amplitude of Final Transfer Function - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' 
Sensor ',senselement]) 




title(['Final Phase Difference - Aco Pressure Sensor and ',sensor,' Sensor 
',senselement]) 
ylabel('Final Phase Difference (deg)') 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
axis([300 2000 -200 200]) 
  
%save image to disk 




%Transpose transfer functions to row format for beamformer 
%323 Sensor 
Hp1 = Hp1.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hb1 = Hb1.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hg1 = Hg1.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hr1 = Hr1.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
  
%324 Sensor 
Hp3 = Hp3.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hb3 = Hb3.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hg3 = Hg3.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
Hr3 = Hr3.'; %non-conjugate transpose 
  




G. MATLAB – MICROFLOWNARRAY_12CHAN_BEAMFORMER.M 
%Beamformer for Hybrid Array using  
%Two Microflown 4 channel sensors and an 
%ACO Calibrated Pressure Microphone 
%Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, CA 
%CDR Jeff Caulk USN 






%%enter parameters to match datafile and frequency region of interest% 
N = 2^15; %signal, transfer function and FFT length  
numpass = 1; %30 number of N data chunks in binary file saved by vi  
binN = 2^16; %binary data chunk size - must match data block size as saved in 
Labview vi 
Fs = 25.6E3; %DAQ 25.6kHz sampling frequency 
Fo = 1000; %center frequency of interest 
thetainc = 1; %angle increment degrees  
phiinc = 1; %angle increment degrees  
numsens = 3; %total number of sensors 
numel = 4; %number of elements per sensor 
%%end parameter setup - enter datafile parameters below%% 
  
%DAQ channel assignments same as vi 
prs1 = 1; %sensor 323 pressure 
blu1 = 2; %sensor 323 blu velocity Z axis 
grn1 = 3; %sensor 323 grn velocity X axis 
red1 = 4; %sensor 323 red velocity Y axis 
prs2 = 5; %ACO calibrated pressure mic 
blu2 = 6; %ACO calibrated pressure no velocity - dummy 
grn2 = 7; %ACO calibrated pressure no velocity - dummy 
red2 = 8; %ACO calibrated pressure no velocity - dummy 
prs3 = 9; %sensor 324 pressure 
blu3 = 10; %sensor 324 blu velocity Z axis 
grn3 = 11; %sensor 324 grn velocity X axis 
red3 = 12; %sensor 324 red velocity Y axis 
  
%read data file 
%%set parameters for plot titles that correspond to dataset%% 
%Hybrid 
clims = [77.4 84.3]; %same 
%clims = [81.3 84.3]; %3dB 
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aspect = [num2str(Fo),'Hz Source Theta 90° Phi 90° - Normalized Hybrid'];  
figaspect = 'hybrid.90-90'; 
%aspect = ['3dB Beamwidth - ',num2str(Fo),'Hz Source Theta 90° Phi 90° - 
Hybrid'];  
%figaspect = 'hybrid.3dB.90-90'; 
%Omni 
clims2 = [77.4 84.3]; %same 
%clims2 = [77.4 80.4]; %3dB 
aspect2 = [num2str(Fo),'Hz Source Theta 90° Phi 90° - Normalized Omni'];  
figaspect2 = 'omni.90-90'; 
%aspect2 = ['3dB Beamwidth - ',num2str(Fo),'Hz Source Theta 90° Phi 90° - 
Omni'];  
%figaspect2 = 'omni.3dB.90-90'; 
amplitude = '1'; 
sensor = '323 & 324'; 
fid = fopen('E:\6 Nov 2009\VPV_12chan_N-65536_pass-30_Fs-
25.6k_1kHz_90theta_90phi_beam_set03.dat','r'); 




%calculated parameters and constants 
k = linspace(0,N-1,N); %baseline FFT bin numbers 
d = 0.172; %array element spacing meters - measured 172mm ± 2mm 
c = 340; %speed of sound meters/sec @ 20°C sea level  
Fplot = floor(Fo*binN/Fs) + 1; %k bin for freq Fo 
HBW = Fo/300; %+- freq to offset signal from Fo - broad for live signals 
halfbandwidth = floor(HBW*binN/Fs) + 1; %+- number of bins to offset signal 
maxchan = numsens * numel; %number of element channels, 6-8 are dummys 
here 
x = 1; %X axis designator 
y = 2; %Y axis designator 
z = 3; %Z axis designator 
  
%Vector Sensor Angles relative to Array Apparatus - radians 
%323 sensor 
thetab1 = 0; %323 blu1 0° 
phib1 = pi/2; %323 blu1 90° 
thetag1 = pi/2; %323 grn1 90° 
phig1 = 0; %323 grn1 0° 
thetar1 = pi/2; %323 red1 90° 
phir1 = pi/2; %323 red1 90° 
%324 sensor 
thetab3 = 0; %324 blu3 0° 
phib3 = pi/2; %324 blu3 90° 
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thetag3 = pi/2; %324 grn3 90° 
phig3 = 0; %324 grn3 0° 
thetar3 = pi/2; %324 red3 90° 
phir3 = pi/2; %324 red3 90° 
  
%Sensor Element Unit Vectors 
ue(prs1,:) = [0 0 0]; %323 prs1 dummy [0 0 0] - change in udot to [omni] 
ue(blu1,:) = [sin(thetab1)*cos(phib1) sin(thetab1)*sin(phib1) cos(thetab1)]; %323 
blu1 [0 0 1] 
ue(grn1,:) = [sin(thetag1)*cos(phig1) sin(thetag1)*sin(phig1) cos(thetag1)]; %323 
grn1 [1 0 0] 
ue(red1,:) = [sin(thetar1)*cos(phir1) sin(thetar1)*sin(phir1) cos(thetar1)]; %323 
red1 [0 1 0] 
ue(prs2,:) = [0 0 0]; %aco prs2 dummy [0 0 0] - change in udot to [omni] 
ue(blu2,:) = [0 0 0]; %aco no vel dummy 
ue(grn2,:) = [0 0 0]; %aco no vel dummy 
ue(red2,:) = [0 0 0]; %aco no vel dummy 
ue(prs3,:) = [0 0 0]; %324 prs3 dummy [0 0 0] - change in udot to [omni] 
ue(blu3,:) = [sin(thetab3)*cos(phib3) sin(thetab3)*sin(phib3) cos(thetab3)]; %324 
blu3 [0 0 1] 
ue(grn3,:) = [sin(thetag3)*cos(phig3) sin(thetag3)*sin(phig3) cos(thetag3)]; %324 
grn3 [1 0 0] 
ue(red3,:) = [sin(thetar3)*cos(phir3) sin(thetar3)*sin(phir3) cos(thetar3)]; %324 
red3 [0 1 0] 
  
%Steered Unit Vectors 
thetas = 0:deg2rad(thetainc):pi; %polar steer angle array - radians 
phis = -pi:deg2rad(phiinc):pi; %azimuthal steer angle array - radians 
m = length(thetas); %total number of angles in theta direction 
n = length(phis); %total number of angles in psi direction 
p = length(k); %vector length in k direction 
u = sin(thetas') * cos(phis); %steered direction cosine x - m x n matrix 
v = sin(thetas') * sin(phis); %steereddirection cosine y - m x n matrix 
w = cos(thetas') * ones(1,n); %steereddirection cosine z - m x n matrix 
  
%element unit vector & steer angle dot product array 
%calculate one udot per element, same for all sensors,  
%use first four channels of ue matrix 
%vectorize dot products for faster multiplication in beamformer 
udot = ue(prs1:red1,x)*u(:)' + ue(prs1:red1,y)*v(:)' + ue(prs1:red1,z)*w(:)'; %1-4 x 
m*n 
%omni-directional pressure sensors - vector is "1" in all orientations and aspects 
udot(1,:) = ones(1,m*n); %1 x m*n 
  
%Sensor_Transfer_Functions single .mat file with all transfer functions 
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%each velocity sensor transfer functions already multiplied by  
%pressure transfer function  
%orientation w/ src normal to yz plane used for computing pressure transfer 
function 
load 'Sensor_Transfer_Functions_old'; %1 x N length vectors 
  
%+-  bins around design freq to truncate - processing bandwidth, ignore 
remainder  
kshort = k(:,Fplot-halfbandwidth:Fplot+halfbandwidth); %get relevant k values 
k = kshort; %transfer relevant k values to new k vector 
clear kshort 
p = length(k); %new vector length in k direction 
  
%pre calculate phase weight constants matrix 
phase_constant = 1i*2*pi*d*Fs/(c*binN); %constant term for alpha phase 
weighting 
theta_k = cos(thetas).' * k; %polar angle vs freq bin matrix for alpha phase 
weighting 
alpha_matrix = phase_constant * theta_k; %constant weighting matrix, multiply 
by sensor 
  




%Start BeamFormer loop 
fignum=1; 
  
while fignum < numpass+1 
    Xc = zeros(maxchan,N); 
  
    %%load/read time domain signals from binary file%% 
    %get time series datapoints binN x maxchan 
  
    % For 2^16 binN files     
    bindata = fread(fid, [binN,maxchan] , 'float64', 'ieee-be'); 
   
    %hanning window to reduce sidelobes of signal 
    W = hann(binN) * ones(1,maxchan);  
    xwin = bindata .* W; 
    clear bindata W  
     
    %convert binary signal data to frequency domain 
    Xw = fft(xwin); %by columns binN x maxchan 
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    %truncate length of signal to match transfer function length N x maxchan 
    X = Xw(1:N,:);  
    X = X.'; %change to row data maxchan x N, non conjugate transpose 
    clear xwin Xw %save memory 
     
    %Correct Signals to Aco mic 
    Xc(prs1,:) = X(prs1,:) .* Hp1; 
    Xc(blu1,:) = X(blu1,:) .* Hb1; %Hb1=Hp1*Hb1 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
    Xc(grn1,:) = X(grn1,:) .* Hg1; %Hg1=Hp1*Hg1 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
    Xc(red1,:) = X(red1,:) .* Hr1; %Hr1=Hp1*Hr1 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
    Xc(prs2,:) = X(prs2,:); 
    Xc(prs3,:) = X(prs3,:) .* Hp3; 
    Xc(blu3,:) = X(blu3,:) .* Hb3; %Hb3=Hp3*Hb3 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
    Xc(grn3,:) = X(grn3,:) .* Hg3; %Hg3=Hp3*Hg3 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
    Xc(red3,:) = X(red3,:) .* Hr3; %Hr3=Hp3*Hr3 - pre multiply vel and prs Xfer 
funct 
  
    %truncate data to relevant bandwidth around Fo, ignore remainder 
    Xcshort = Xc(:,Fplot-halfbandwidth:Fplot+halfbandwidth); 
    Xc = Xcshort; 
    clear Xcshort %save memory 
    Xc = conj(Xc); 
  
     
    %%initialize beamformer%% 
    %%S is sum of all elements and sensors - the hybrid beamformer%% 
    %%S2 is sum of omni elements and sensors - the omni beamformer%% 
    S = zeros(m*n,size(Xc,2));  %final hybrid beam former output - m*n x p array 
    S2 = zeros(m*n,size(Xc,2));  %final omni beam former output - m*n x p array 
  
    %Beamformer output 
  
        %%323 Sensor%% 
        %alpha - weighting same for all elements of a single sensor 
        %for sensor 323 m x p same length as signal 
        alpha = exp(((ceil(prs1/4)-2))*alpha_matrix); 
        alphacalc = conj(alpha((1:m)' * ones(1,n),:)); %copy alpha matrix to m*nxp 
        for q = prs1:red1; %1-4 
            %pull element matrix from udot array 
            %Theta m * Phi n vector 
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            udotc = squeeze(udot((mod(q+3,4)+1),:,:)); %m*n x 1 
            Xcalc = udotc(:) * Xc(q,:); %m*n x p     
            %Theta m x FFT o matrix 
            %sumcalc - individual element output for each angle combo m*n x p 
matrix 
            %indexing alpha matrix to m*n x p faster than using "repmat" with same 
effect 
            sumcalc = (Xcalc) .* (alphacalc);   %conjugate of alpha taken due to 
transpose 
             %S - total beamformer output for each angle combo m*n x p matrix 
            S = S + sumcalc; 
            if q == prs1 
                S2 = S2 + sumcalc; 
            end 
        end 
  
        %%ACO Sensor%% 
        %center element, alpha = 1, remove to speed processing  
        q = prs2; %5 
            %pull element matrix from udot array 
            %Theta m * Phi n vector 
            udotc = squeeze(udot((mod(q+3,4)+1),:,:)); %m*n x 1 
            sumcalc = udotc(:) * Xc(q,:); 
            %S - total beamformer output for each angle combo m*n x p matrix 
            S = S + sumcalc; 
            S2 = S2 + sumcalc; 
  
        %%324 Sensor%% 
        %alpha - weighting same for all elements of a single sensor 
        %for sensor 324 mxp same length as signal 
        alpha = exp(((ceil(prs3/4)-2))*alpha_matrix); 
        alphacalc = conj(alpha((1:m)' * ones(1,n),:)); %copy alpha matrix to m*nxp 
        for q = prs3:red3; %9-12 
            %pull element matrix from udot array 
            %Theta m * Phi n vector 
            udotc = squeeze(udot((mod(q+3,4)+1),:,:)); %m*n x 1 
            Xcalc = udotc(:) * Xc(q,:); %m*n x p 
            %pull element matrix from phase weights array 
            %Theta m x FFT o matrix 
            %sumcalc - individual element output for each angle combo m*n x p 
matrix 
            %indexing alpha matrix to m*n x p faster than using "repmat" with same 
effect 
            sumcalc = (Xcalc) .* (alphacalc);   %conjugate of alpha taken due to 
transpose 
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            %S - total beamformer output for each angle combo m*n x p matrix 
            S = S + sumcalc; 
            if q == prs3 
                S2 = S2 + sumcalc; 
            end 
        end 
  
    %%Beamformer output%% 
  
    S = sum(abs(S),2);  %sum along k "amplitude", collapse to single value in k 
direction 
    S = reshape(S, [m n]); %mxn thetaxphi 2D matrix 
    SdB = 20*log10(abs(S)); %convert to dB 
    S = S/max(max(S)); %normalize 
    S2 = sum(abs(S2),2);  %sum along k "amplitude", collapse to single value in k 
direction 
    S2 = reshape(S2, [m n]); %mxn thetaxphi 2D matrix 
    S2dB = 20*log10(abs(S2)); %convert to dB 
    S2 = S2/max(max(S2)); %normalize 
     
    %Find 3dB beamwidths of main lobe 
    %maximum response 
    [SdBmax1,I1] = max(max(SdB,[],1)); 
    [SdBmax2,I2] = max(max(S2dB,[],1)); 
  
    %convert to cartesian coordinates 
    %r = 1; 
    xdir = S .* u; %x coord normal to yz plane  
    ydir = S .* v; %y coord normal to xz plane  
    zdir = S .* w; %z coord normal to xy plane  
    xdir2 = S2 .* u; %x coord normal to yz plane  
    ydir2 = S2 .* v; %y coord normal to xz plane  
    zdir2 = S2 .* w; %z coord normal to xy plane  
     
    %Overhead Theta by Phi amplitude plot 
    imagesc(rad2deg(phis),rad2deg(thetas),SdB,clims);    
    title(aspect) 
    axis([-180 180 0 180]) 
    xlabel('\phi (deg)')  
    ylabel('\theta (deg)')  
    shading interp 
    moviesc(fignum) = getframe;  





    imagesc(rad2deg(phis),rad2deg(thetas),S2dB,clims2);    
    title(aspect2) 
    axis([-180 180 0 180]) 
    xlabel('\phi (deg)')  
    ylabel('\theta (deg)')  
    shading interp 
    moviesc2(fignum) = getframe;  




    %3D rendering of composite array beam pattern cartesian coordinates 
    surf(ydir,xdir,zdir,SdB,'EdgeColor','none'); %nxm 3D plot at freq of interest 
    title(aspect) 
    xlabel('x axis')  
    ylabel('y axis')  
    zlabel('z axis')  
    shading interp 
    axis([-1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1]) 
    view(180,0) 
    movie3d(fignum) = getframe; 
    saveas(gcf, 
['BeamFormer.XV.3d.',num2str(Fo),'Hz.',figaspect,'.',num2str(fignum),'.fig'], 'fig'); 
  
    surf(ydir2,xdir2,zdir2,S2dB,'EdgeColor','none'); %nxm 3D plot at freq of 
interest 
    title(aspect2) 
    xlabel('x axis')  
    ylabel('y axis')  
    zlabel('z axis')  
    shading interp 
    axis([-1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1]) 
    view(180,0) 
    movie3d2(fignum) = getframe; 
    saveas(gcf, 
['BeamFormer.XV.3d.',num2str(Fo),'Hz.',figaspect2,'.',num2str(fignum),'.fig'], 'fig'); 
     
    fignum = fignum + 1; 
end 







'movie3d', 'moviesc2', 'movie3d2', 'SdBmax1', 'SdBmax2', 'clims', 'clims2') 
% Play Movie code  
%imagesc images 
%figure('Position',[300 100 800 600]) %Set Image size 
%axis([-180 180 0 180]) 
%xlabel('\phi (deg)')  





%figure('Position',[300 100 800 600]) %Set Image size 
%axis([-1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1 -1.1 1.1]) 
%xlabel('x axis')  
%ylabel('y axis')  










status = fclose('all'); % close all files 
close %close figure window 
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